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JOHN SEATH, B.A., INSPEC-
TOR OF HIGH SCHOOLS.
MR. S TH was born in Auch-

termuchty, Fifeshire, Scotland, in
1844. His parents removed in
1847 to Monaghan, Ireland, and
he received his preliminary educa-
tion at Corlett School in that town.
He natriculated at Glasgow Uni-
versity in 1858, attended one ses-
sion, and completed the Arts
course at Queen's College, Belfast.
During his course at the last
named institution, Mr. Seath stood
first in Natural Science, takino-
prizes in that and other depart-
ments of study. He also tEok
Honors in General Proficiency, in
1861, his final year, and graduated
fron Queen's University in his
seventeenth year, standing first in
Natural Science, and winning the
Gold Medal and Exhibition in that
departnent. Had he returned to
his College after graduation, he
would, no doubt, have been Senior
Scholar in Natural Science. But
he then, in 1861, sailed for Can-
ada, whither the family had pre-
ceded him some tine before.

In January, 1862, Mr. Seath
was appointed Headmaster of the
Brampton High School. This
position he retained for seven
years. In 1869, he became Head-
master of the Oshawa High
School, in 1871, of the Dundas
High School, and in 1874, of the
St. Catharines Collegiate Institute. The
last named position he retained till August,
1884, when he was appointed by the Minis-
ter of Education to his present position of
Inspector of High Schools.

Of Mr. Seath's work as High School
Principal we have not space to speak parti-
cularly. It was, so far as we have learned.
very successful in each locality. It would
be easy to furnish a goodly list of such men
as Rev. John Somerville, of Owen Sound;

TORONTO, NOVEMBER 2, 1891.

Dr. Arnott, of London; Dr. A. R. Robinson, of
New York; the late Dr. McCollun, of Jarvis
Street, Toronto; Principal L. E. Empree,
of Parkdale, etc., each of whom would read-
ily, we have no doubt, ascribe no inconsid-
erable measure of his success, to the mental
impulse, direction and stimulus received
while under Mr. Seath's instruction. Per-
haps a still better tribute to his ability and
faithfulness as teacher and principal is the
fact that his appointmient to his present
office was highly approved by the High
School teachers of Ontario, who readilv
acknowledged, as one of them assures us,
Mr. Seath to be "the leading High School

JOHN SEATI. B.A., INSPECTOR OF HIGH SCIOOLS.

Master-the dux of the profession-in the
Province.

Mr. Seath's work as Inspector bas been
characterized by the same energy and strong
common sense which marked his administra-
tion of the schools in which he was Head-
master. Without neglecting any depart-
ment of High School study, he gave special
attention, as indeed he was instructed to
do, to those of Science and English, till then
much neglected. What Dr. McLennan did

Vol. V.
No. n.

for Mathematics, during bis inspectorship,
that Mr. Seath bas done for English and Sci-
ence. In the methods of teaching the former
he bas wrought a revolution. His first exam-
ination papers in English raised a cry of dis-
appointment and protest from manyteachers
and candidates, but those papers demanded
nethods of teaching the subject which
are now carried out by the best teachers of
English in our schools, and it is not too
much to say that in no other country is the
subject of English taught more scientifically
in secondary schools than in the Province of
Ontario to-day. It may be said, too, that effi-
cient science-teaching dates from Mr. Seath's

appointment. The results of his
vigorous.administration are to be
seen in the fitting up and equip-
ment of special science-rooms for
practical work by the pupils in
Chemistry and Physics, and in the
greatly improved status of the
science-masters. Notonly Chem-
istry and Physies, but Botany and
Zoology are now taught by ob-
servation and experience, and the
Universities have recognized the
ability of the schools to cope with
this work, by accepting Science in
lieu of French or German at matri
culation. Further proof of the
increasing importance of this de-
partment is to be found in the
formation of a Science Teacher's
Association, quite as vigorous as
any of the otherbodies organizedin
the interests of Classics, Mathe-
matics, and Modern Languages.

As an Inspector, he is honest
and fearless. Though he is firm
and unyielding where a principle
is at stake or where strict disci-
pline is necessary, no teacher who
is trying to do bis best need fear
his criticism or bis censure. Ie
bas the faculty of seeing at a
glance the morale of the class
room. In departmental work, his
mastery of the details of the High
School system, and his well-deve.
loped faculty for organization have
made his advice of great value, and
it is well understood that in bring-
ing order out of the chaos in which

Mr. Ross found the Department when he
took charge, the Minister bas had a most
valuable coadjutor in Mr. Seath. Mr. Seath
visited the schools of New England and
New York about two years ago. and pre-
pared a very valuable paper on these
schools, with suggestions. This paper was
published in the Minister's Annual Report.
Mr. Seath's edition of some extracts from
Milton and his excellent High School Grain-
mar are well-known to our readers.
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MY WINTER CLASS.

BY FRED. BROWNSCOMBE, PETROLNA.

Br my winter class I mean those pupils,
mostly boys, who attend school for the
months of January, February and March
only, being required at home the rest of the
year.

When I began teaching I rather dreaded
this class as a disturbing element in the
school, a sort of " invasion of the Vandals."
Here are a number of boys froin fourteen
to seventeen years of age, who have been
in the fields or woods for nine months and
who, having been under no discipline there,
will find it irksome at school. They are at
a troublesome age, the age when they
imagine themselves to be men and ape the
ways and manners of men. Consequently
they are apt to consider the school some-
what beneath them and to show a reluctance
to enter into certain parts of the school
programme. Besides this, many come with
a deeply-grounded prejudice against certain
subjects; so much so, that if they do not
decidedly object to study them, they will
exhibit such an indifference to the objection-
able work as will make it a hopeless task
to endeavor to carry it on. I think that I
am here stating an experience common to
nearly all rural teachers.

With this class then, how are we to pro-
ceed that they may obtain the greatest
possible benefit from their three months
schooling ? The first essential is the co-
operation of parents and pupils. To gain
this, I call upon the parents at the begin-
ning of the term for the purpose of describ-
ing my plans and shewing them that I am
making a special effort for these boys and
giving them work directly in line with their
business. To these pupils I speak in a
similar vein. I endeavor to converse with
them individually, to have them feel that I
am really interested in their progress; then
a friendly feeling being established, the
work will proceed rapidly and without
friction.

I intimated before that this class at first
was scarcely niy favorite, but now it is the
one I find most pleasure in teaching. For,
in the ordinary classes, there is a good deal
of monotony and a considerable amount of
cram, and the teacher is hedged in by pro-
grammes and examinations till all free
choice is crushed and his originality is
given little scope for exercise. But with
this class it is different. Within certain
bounds, the teacher is completely free.
Having no examinations (that is, excepting
his own monthlies) to prepare for, he may
linger where he is enthusiastic and pass
more quickly where he feels less interest.
He may wander fearlessly from the beaten
path and, indeed, I think a considerable
deviation froin the ordinary programme
necessary.

But in what follows I do not presume to
lay down the course for this class. Not by
any means. I give it merely as a sample.
Each teacher must arrange his work to suit
himself and his class.

Now to begin my course. On Reading,
which I suppose comes first, I have no

suggestions to offer, except that for the sake
of variety, the class occasionally read from
some book or paper other than their text-
book.

In writing I make no change, this class,
as the others, writing alternately on copy-
books and on scribblers. The work on the
scribblers is to give special training in free-
hand writing. On them the school frequently
practise ovals, connected small letters, con-
nected capitals, and various combinations of
letters. This is a pleasurable change from
the monotony of the copybooks, and it. is
only in some such way as this that pupils
will acquire the muscular moveinent in
writing.

After reading and writing of course
comes Arithmetic. It consists entirelv of
farm arithmetic and practical mensuration.
After a brief review of fraction; and
ineasures, we begin at the woodpile, taking
it practically. The class measure the wood
at the school, find number of cords and
value, find how nany cords the woodshed
will contain, find how high the wood must
be piled on a sleigh of say 12 feet long to
contain say 21 cords, etc.

When the wood-pile is pretty well ex-
hausted, the class turn to the lumber yard,
and here I might remark, that before deal-
ing with such things as lumber, plastering,
shingling, papering, etc., half-hour talks
with persons interested in these will aid
one much more than the study of a text-
book. For it is as true of this subject as
of any other, that, as an eminent writer
says, text-books are always at least ten
years behind the times.

After discussing lumber measure, with
exercises on boards, planks, scantlings, etc.,
the class apply their knowledge to fencing.
By actual measurement they determine the
quantity of lumber required for the school,
and its cost, including posts. Other kinds
of fences are introduced; close board fences;
picket fences, with baseboards; barbed wire
fences at so inuch a pound of so many feet,
etc., stringers and posts being taken into
account in each case.

Fencing is followed by carpenter's work.
The class find how many feet of lumber in
the flooring of the school, the wainscotting,
the sills, the walls, the sheeting of the roof,
the platform, the sidewalk ; the cost of
these, and the cost of the moulding, the
doors, the window sashes, etc. Then such
problems as the following are given :

A barn is 60 feet long, 40 feet wide, and
20 feet high; the gables are 8 feet high and
the rafters are 21 feet long.

Find the number of feet of inch boards in
the two sides, allowing for four double
doors 12 feet by 16 feet.

Find the number of feet in the ends and
gables.

Find the number of feet required to sheet
the roof.

Find the cost of the matched lumber for
the doors at $18 per thousand.

How many feet of two inch plank are re-
quired for the floor 24 feet wide. ?

How many feet of lumber are there in
the sills 10 inches square ?

low many feet of lumber are there in
the 12 posts of the barn if they are 8 inches
square ?

If the rafters are 4 inches by 4 inches,

and are placed 2 feet 6 inches apart, what is
their value at $10 per thousand ?

At this tine, owing to the gables, it is
necessary to teach how to find the area of a
triangle-an easy matter.

Then the class work at shingling, finding
the cost of shingles for the school shed, their
barns, etc.

Land is next dealt with in varions exer-
cises, and here I teach square root, applying
it to the solution of numerous problens on
land such as, "How many 12 foot rails are
needed for a straight rail fence 6 rails high,
around a square ten-acre field, the rails
over-lapping one foot ?

After this, one may or not take laths,
plaster, paper, carpets, paint; and brick-
work and stonework for walls, basements,
and houses. In all of these I think ordinary
business nethods should be used, not
antiquated or round about ways. For in-
stance, in finding how much wood in a pile
say 12 feet long, 8 high and 4 wide, instead
of multiplying 12 by 8 and the product by
4 and then dividing by 128, why not say,as the man who sells you wood will, that it
is 1½ cords long, 2 high and 1 wide, that is,
3 cords ?

Then come parallelograms, triangles,
circles, and the cylinder, the problens in
every case being of a practical nature.

The last division of this subject is per
cent, and interest, simple and compound.

A few other useful things are taken with
the class, such as the fact that a bushel
contains 1½ cubic feet, which enables them
to ascertain what amount any bin will
hold.

As to the order observed in the preced-
ing, it is purely arbitrary, though I have
found it as suitable as any other. Again it
contains material for two winter's work for
most classes.

I now turn to a subject to be quickly
disposed of, a subject which many desire to
see abolished in the Public Schools-I mean
Grammar. I do not set the dry husks of
technical grammar before this, class. I
think that with them it would be a waste
of time-a limited time which may beter
be devoted to other subjects of more utility
and of quite as great disciplinary value. Its
place is taken by exercises in practical
grammar and business correspondence,
which alternate on the time table with
composition.

The practical grammar consists of exer-
cises on the singular and plural number, on
the possessive case, on conmparison, and on
voice and tense, together with the correc-
tions of such mistakes as I notice the pupilsactually make.

In the business correspondence is included
receipts, promissory notes, orders, due bills,bills of account, etc., and all kinds of business
letters and business writing. Here are a few
examples : Order from the Grip Publishing
Co., certain books, enclosing P. O. order
for amount ; send your subscription to
one of the newspapers ; write your teacher
asking a letter of recommendation etc.
Have the class answer advertisements of
various kinds directly from newspapers
given them ; have them write advertise-
ments of farms for sale, etc. Upon all the
above and upon letter writing generally I
give pretty thorough instructions, using as
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examples of form, folding, address etc.,
some letters from the host which every
teacher receives from firms desiring agents,
etc. In addition to this I discuss the various
ways of remitting money, rates of postage,
the sending of cards, books, parcels, etc.
by post or express.

In composition I avoid all merely techni-
cal work, my aim being to give the pupil
plenty of practice in expressing his thoughts
in written language, to which end the class
frequently compose stories, at first from
outlines on the blackboard, but af ter a time,
writing them from given titles only, with-
out further suggestion. Dozens of subjects
will suggest themselves to the teacher, as
"A Runaway Team," " A Brave Dog,"
"lHow John Lost His Dinner," " A Balloon
Excursion," etc. In these stories certain
principles are to be followed; the stories
must mention date and place, and must
contain comparatively full descriptions of
the characters. Later on they nust devote
some considerable space to scenie descrip-
tion, at which time I occasionally read by
way of example portions of chapters from
novels.

Another class of work in this line, which
besides cultivates exactness and closeness
of observation, consists of having the pupil
write descriptions of the school, his church,
his farin, games of different kinds, etc.

At other times the class write speeches
for the chairman of our bi-weekly enter-
tainments, the best ones being delivered on
those occasions.

Again I sometimes relate things to the
class for reproduction ; usually heroic or
romantic incidents from history,biographies,
and once in a while legends, such as the
old Greek tales of Perseus, the Search for
the Golden Fleece, tales of Troy, etc., which
they seem to enjoy very much.

Other work occasionally given is the re-
arrangement in several different ways of
given sentences ; the changing of statements
into exclamatory or interrogative sentences ;
the expansion or contraction of given pass-
ages; and paraphrasing.

Here I may mention an exercise, scarcely
composition, but conveniently taken with
it, which I give frequently, and to which I
attach much importance, nanely, that of
determining the subjects of specified para-
graphs of prose, or stanzas of poetry, usually
from the Reader. The object of this is to
aid the pupil to acquire the power of grasp-
ing at once the ideas contained in whatever
lie may read.

A subject treated much like grammar,
is English History. It appears only in
biographies, and in descriptions of manners
and customs, prepared by the pupils for the
Composition class.

But Canadian History is not slighted; it
is given considerable , attention. As the
rural schools open within a few days of the
municipal elections, a good starting point is
afforded, namely, the municipal system. A
thorough discussion of this is followed by a
similar treatment of the school system, the
judicial system, and the parliamentary sys-
tem. In the course of this, there are ob-
tained from the class, usually as homnework,
the names of the members of the township
council, the County warden, the school
trustees, county judges, the sheriff, the

mnembers from the county of the Local
Legislature and of the Dominion Parlia-
ment, and of the Cabinet ministers.

The investigation of the parliamentary
system naturally leads to a consideration of
the British North America Act. It is ac-
cordingly dealt with, and the rest of the
course consists of the history of events from
that time to the present. As this is all
within the memory of the parents of these
pupils it may be made something more tþian
mere text-book history. What time remains
after the above, I occupy with any topic
which I may find most interesting at the
time. A favorite is the war of 1812. Than
this no better lesson can be given in patri-
otism (by patriotism I do not mean hatred
of the United States). Any other topic
would do, and the teaching of such as the
Exploration of the Great West, the Indian
Wars, or the Conquest of Canada, becomes
a positive delight after reading Parkman.

While discussing history I must not omit
current or newspaper history. If the news-
paper is, and there is no doubt that it is, a
great factor in education in the broad sense
of the term, we should make use of it. Is
it not true that the after education of many
of our pupils will be obtained almost en-
tirely from the newspapers. Then, as our
aim is not merely to cram the pupil's mind
with information, but to prepare him for
further self-education, I think we should
try to aid him towards rhaking the best use
of the newspaper, to have him read the use-
ful and elevating, and avoid the trash and
worse, so much of which appears in the
papers.

In this current historyI have tried several
plans. For a time I wrote on the black-
board every morning, several news items,
requiring the class to copy and be prepared
to discuss on Friday. Again, the pupils in
turn did this, I bringing papers to school
and giving them such aid as was necessary.
My present plan is to give three or four
questions every evening as homework. In
this, one is not limited to news only, but
may give with it thought-arousing questions
on various other things.

Naines of farm implements, common ob-
jects, words used in ordinary conversation,
etc., such as mnay be found in Gage's
Speller, together with short sentences con-
taining their and there; now, know and no,
etc., constitute the spelling course.

For Dictation I read, or have read, pass-
ages from the Reader, mostly those con-
taining dialogues, the class to write and
supply themselves the quotation and other
marks. This is more for the purpose of
habituating the class to proper punctuation
than as a dictation exercise.

In Literature, I select three or four
authors and from their works exclusively,
embracing all of them that appear in the
Reader, this class have literature lessons.
Those dealt with last winter were Long-
fellow and Tennyson only. In the study
of these two, I had the whole school take
part, selections from their works being
found in the Fourth, Third, and Second
Readers, and one of Tennyson's having a
place in even the First Reader.

Let me describe my treatment of, say,
this last author. I strive to nfke" Tenny-
son" more than a mere name to the pupils,

to get them to take a real interest in the
man and his works. To this end I give as
graphic accounts as I can of his life, his
home, and his surroundings, together with a
number of anecdotes about him. (The news-
papers supply the material for this). Also,
his picture is brought to the school. Then
again, other departments of work are,
whenever possible, brought into connection,
so that the school becomes quite thoroughly
"Tennysonian." The " memory gems" for
the time are selected from the author under
discussion. While the class study as litera-
ture one of his poems, they have as a read-
ing lesson another, and occasionally they
read in class one not in the Reader. In
composition, stories for re-production are
taken from Tennyson. These I partly read,
partly relate, such as " The Princess,"
" Enoch Arden," and, from the " Idylls of
the King," " Enid," " Gareth and Synette,"
" The Passing of Arthur," etc. Besides
this, I have the pupils read for themselves
from a volume of Tennyson.

During this time the third class have as
literature and reading the four selections
from this writer in the Third Reader, and
the first and second classes learn the two
pieces in their readers.

Then we close our study by a Tenny-
son Day, in which all the songs, readings,
and recitations are from Tennyson, inter-
spersed at appropriate intervals with anec-
dotes of the poet, an account of his life,
some description of his characteristies as an
author, quotations from him and quotations
about him, a list of his chief works, etc. In
this, every pupil can take some part.

In Geography the course consists of the
commercial geography of the world, and the
study of either Canada, Great Britain, or
the United States. In the first mentioned
the subjects handled are, the products and
exports of the various countries of the
world (taken in groups); the great trade
routes, the chief steamboat lines,ocean cables
and their telegraph connections; and a list of
forty or fifty of the more noted commercial
cities of the world, mentioning of course for
what each is noted.

The newspaper serves very largely as a
guide in geography. A year ago I paid
considerable attention to Africa,'owing to
the great interest taken in Stanley just
then. The Brazilian revolution was the
occasion of several lessons on Brazil, and so
on. It is wise, I think, te get the pupil in
the way of giving some attention to other
things than merely those of his own narrow
sphere ; to plant in him the seeds of interest
in the great world-problems occupying
men's minds.

Another thing I have tried with this
class was a series of easy experiments in
Physics. No costly apparatus is required;
with a jack-knife and the co-operation of
his pupils, one has all that is necessary.
These experiments occupied about ten
minutes, or sometimes fifteen every morning,
Besides the ordinary objects of science
teaching I had in view the making of this,
the beginning of the day, attractive enough
to prevent any tardiness.

Lastly, I have put agriculture. I have
no remarks to make upon it, except that
I think this class is the only one with which
it has any business in the Publie School.
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Edited by F. H. Sykes, M. A., to whom communi-
cations respecting the English Department should be
sent.

SHAKSPERE OR ?

I HAVE been puzzled somewhat to know how I
should-ought to-write the name of our great
dramatist. As a boy I was quite content with
" Shakespeare " ; when I read Dowden and Furni-
vall, Ibegan tolike "Shaksp>ere."Extending myread-
ing to late seventeenth century texts, a certain fond-
ness for " Shakespear" began to show itself, while
a glance at the title-page of a certain sixteenth
century quarto threatened to banish all other or-
thographies in favor of "Shake-speare." Is there
any true and settled orthography of the poet's
name ?

The direct evidence in the case is very slight.
Only five admittedly genuine signatures of the poet
exist-three on bis will, two on deeds. The signa-
tures of the will may be seen in fac-simile in R. G.
White's Shakespeare. The will itself has been
reproduced, fortunately for our inquiry, by photo-
graphie process, and nay be exanined in the
"Jahrbuch " for 1889, of the German Shakespeare
Society. It is in three sheets, each of which is
signed by the poet himself. The signature on the
lower left hand side is unfortunately almost oblit-
erated, but when exarnined by Malone in the last
century it was pronounced tobe " Shakspere." The
signature at the foot of the second sheet is likewise
"Shakspere," though the final letters are hard to
decipher. The last and main signature has usually
been thought "by me William Shakspeare." The
hand that wrote it is tremulous and uncertain, the
letters from p on are scarcely distinguishable fron
one another. Of late, however, it has been seriously
doubted whether the ordinary reading is correct, and I
am disposed to accept the finding of Sir F. Madden,
that all the signatures of the will, as well as the
mortgage deed and deed of bargain and sale, are
"Shakspere."

That is our testimony from S ?'s own hand.
Were it all the testimony we have, there could be

no doubt about the correctness of the orthography.
But there is a mass of indirect testimony that makes
doubt possible.

Our poet must have signed his naine thousands
of times, yet we have but five signatures. Was he
uniform and consistent always ? Were people of
the time uniforni and consistent ? Mr. Halliwell
Phillipps has pointed out that Lord Dudley's signa-
ture was generally "Duddeley," while his wife
signed " Duddley," and a relative, "Dudley."
Ben Jonson appears " J'onson," "Jhonson," "John-
son " ; Sir Walter Raleigh, " Raleigh," " Rauley,"
"Rauleigh," "Bowlegh," "Rawley." The writer
referred to has gathered from the families of the
poet's name in and about Warwickshire (1450-1650)
fifty-eight varieties of spelling, fromI "Chacsper "
tO " Shakyspar," evidence enough to show us that
the writing of names was a matter of taste and fancy
even with the best educated. Was it so with the
poet's own family and himself ?

Signatures from the poet's father and sisters we
have none ; his brother Gilbert signed himself
" Shakespere." In the complaint of John S- ?,
the poet's father, against John Lambert respecting
an estate near Stratford, the scribe has written four
times " Shackspere," nine times " Shackespere,"
once " Shackespere," and once " Shackspeare." In
the fine levied upon New Place when sold by William
Underhill to the poet (1597), " Shakespeare " occurs
five times, and in a second fine (1602) that spelling
is repeated. In the license issued by James I. to
certain comedians (May 17, 1603), amnong the num-
ber we find " William Shakespeare."

Turning to the published works of the poet, we
find much of interest.i "Lucrece" and "Venus
and Adonis " were without a doubt issued under the
author's supervision, and on each of these the naine
of " William Shakespeare " is found. The various
quarto editions of bis separate plays published dur-
ing his life-time were "pirated," and cannot be
taken as evidence, except to show the style of spell-
ing generally favored by the printers of his day.
Examination of the title-pages of the folios is made
possible for us in America by the heliotype repro-
ductions of Messrs. Osgood & Co., Boston. -Of the
fifty-five title-pages of quartos found in their

volume, fifteen do not contain the author's name,
fifteen have "Shake-speare." twenty-one Shake-
speare, one bas " Shak-speare," one " Shakespere,"
one " W. Sh.," one is doubtful " Shake-speare "
(the hyphen coming at the end of a line). In the
first folio edition of 1623, issued after the poet's
death by his friends and fellow actors Hemimge and
Condell (fac-simile ed. of Chatto and Windus), the
title-page reads " Shakespeare," and turning to the
editor's dedication, we read that the edition is " to
keepe the memory of so worthy a Friend and Fellow
alive,-as was our Shakespeare." Facing the por-
trait of the great dramatist, we find Ben Jonson's
lines to the reader.

"This Figure, that thou here seest put,
It was for gentle Shakespeare cut;

Wherein the graver had a strife
With Nature to out-do the life:

O, could he but have drawne bis wit
As well in brasse, as lie hath hit

His face, the Print would then surpasse
All that was ever writ in brasse.

But, since lie cannot, Reader, looke
Not on his Picture but his Booke."

In the folio of 1632 we find " Shakespeare,"
while in those of 1664 and 1685 we find " Mr.
William Shakespear."

There is only one other point that needs here to
be touched on. Etymology may have some slight
bearing on the question. The received etymology
may be taken as stated in these almost contemporary
lines

"The race
Of Shakespeare's minde and manners brightlyshines
In his wel# turned and true-filed lines :
In each of which, be seems to shake a lance,
As brandish't at the eyes of Ignorance."

Camden, whose book was published in 1605, gives
us authority enough to discard the various other
suggested derivations, Jacques-Pierre, Sigisbert,
Schachsburh, etc. (v. C. M. Ingleby's " Shakespeare:
The Man and the Book "). He expounds the well-
known origin of surnames by saying that such a one
is called Palmer because hereturns with a palm-
branch as sign of his visit to Jerusalem ; and so
from original characteristics orexploits, etc., wehave
Longsword, Broad-speare, Breake-speare, Shake-
speare, Shot-bold, Wagstaff, etc. This view is
maintained as well by Bardsley in his " English
Surnames," p. 461. If then we follow the ety-
mology, originally it is true, M. E. spere and A. S.
spere, we must write " speare," for " speare " is
undoubtedly the conimon spelling of the Eliza-
bethan period. We find, for example, in the Folio
of 1623, many lines such as :-

"My husband's wrongs on Herford's speare."
Rich. Il., I., i., 48.

"If I be gored with Mowbraye's speare."
L., iii., 60.

"Thruste Talbot with a Speare into the Back."
Hen. VL, I., i., 138.

" He was thrust in the mouth with a Speare."
IL. Hen. VI., 1V., vii., 10.

To sum up :-The direct testimony from the
poet's hand is for " Shakspere," but this testimony
is far from conclusive, because there was no fixed
orthography for proper names during the Eliza-
bethan period. On the other hand, the poet's own
publications give " Shakespeare," and this orthog-
raphy is sustained by the majority of cases in those
printed monuments in which the poet is referred
to by his contemporaries, and especially by his
friends.

"OFT, IN THE STILLY NIGHT."
BY THOMAS MOORE.

LINTRODUCTORY.
THE poem I Oft in the Stilly Night," is one of a

volume of poens published by Moore in 1815, en-
titled " National Airs." The 'air' in the case of
this poem was a Scotch one, which musicians know
best as arranged by Sir John Stevenson.

Il. ANALYTICAL TREATMENT.

(I.) 1. Who is represented in the poem as speak-
ing ? What periods of his life are described ? [The
poet represents in the poem the thoughts of an old
man (the poet's own thoughts, if you will) reflecting
on his past life.) 2. At what tine do these thoughts
come to him, and why ? [In the silence of night,
before lie falls a*ep. The distractions of the
day's occupations are gone. In the silence and

calm of the night the mind is free to wander over
the past]. 3. Are these memories of the past pleas-
ing ? [In theinselves, yes. They are full of joy
and brightness, for lie speaks of the "light" of
other days, shining again around him as these
memories gather. He calls this reniembrance
" Fond memory " to indicate that he loves these
memories). 4. What memories arise in the mind ?
[The joys (" smiles") and sorrows (" tears ") of his
boyhood, with the loving words of parents and
friends ; the comrades, once happy and gay (" eyes
that shine "), now dead (" eyes dimmed and gone ")
or heart-broken.] 5. Why does lie now say " sad
memory " instead of " fond memory " ? (I.) 1,
Which of his memories seems to affect him most?
2. What is the real force of " linked " in friends
linked together? 3. What is the real force of " like
leaves in wintry weather," in describing the death
of«his friends? 4. What feeling must fill the minds
of the aged as they see their friends dying around
them ? [Compare "'Tis the Last Rose of Summer,"
especially stanza II.] 5. flow is the reference to
one

" Who treads alone
Some banquet-hall deserted"

expressive of this feeling?
1. Point out the words in the poem that would

not be used in every-day prose. 2. Give the every-
day equivalents of these words ? 3. Why are the
poet's words better than the ordinary prose words ?
4. Point out the phrases or clauses that are quite
poetical in their nature and give plain prose equiva-
lents. 5. Which do you prefer, and why?

What is common in sentiment to the two poems
"Oft in the Stilly Night " and " 'Tis the Last Rose
of Summer " ? 2. What is the common source of
this emotion ?

For Friday afternoon, if the teacher should de-
vote an hour to Thomas Moore, lie will find helpful,
" Oft in the Stilly Night," set to music by Steven-
son; " The Canadian Boat Song " inI "Novello's
Musical Times" (223) ; '-' The Minstrel Boy" as
arranged by Balfe (" University of Toronto Song-
book" and elsewhere) ; "'Tis the Last Rose of
Summer " by Flotow (Song Folio), while various
poems of Moore are to be found in the "H. S.
Reader," " Chambers's Cyclopædia of English Lit-
erature," and the "Cabinet of Irish Literature,"
III. The two last named contain lengthy accounts
of Moore's life and work.

III. BIOGRAPHICAL.

(See the preceding lesson.)
F.H.S.

ENGLISH.

M.M.-Thefarmer in the "Little Midshipman
is somewhat oldfashioned, uses the " thou" and
"thee " in speaking to a child, as once everybody
did. Notice that the boy uses the polite and forinal
"you " to the farmer.

YoUNo TEACHER. - In the sense in which we
speak of " Pilgrim's Progress," " Vision of Mirza,"
etc., as being allegories, Arnold's " Forsaken Mer-
man," is not an allegory. Let the poem be studied
and felt simply for itself.

J.T.-(1) The " Waverley Novels " take their
naine from the name of the first novel issued in that
famous series-" Waverley." (2) Domeneddio is a
contraction of Italian words domine, dio, corres-
ponding to the English Lord God.

W.G.M.-For questions (a) and (b) see (c) of
answers to " Subscriber." In the " Cloud" (V. R.,
p. 221) " the mountains its columns be ;" " its "
refers to " roof." The " Powers of the Air " are
the forces of nature manifested in the air-wind,
heat, light, etc.

X.Y.Z.-In " They then opened a parley, hoping
to gain more advantage," the word " hoping " is
adjective to " they," and since it is a participle, it
has its object, the infinitive " to gain." Logically
it is adverbial to " they opened," being equivalent
to " since they hoped to gain," etc. This gerund-
ive character of the participle is not uncommon.

536
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GRAMMAR. The inflections for person and num-
ber for the (a) conditional and (b) potential verb
phrases of the active conjugation of "sit" and
" freeze" are (c) I should sit, thou wouldst ait
(freeze), he would ait (freeze) ; we should ait
(freeze), you would ait (freeze), they would ait
(freeze) (b) I may (or can) ait (freeze), in the pre-
sent tense, [I might or could sit (freeze) in the past
tense] thou mayst (canst) ait (freeze), he nay (can)
ait (freeze) ; we may (can) sit (freeze), you may (can)
ait (freeze), they may (can) ait (freeze).

SUBscRIBER.-Mary Mapes Dodge (v. III. R.)
was born in New York, 1838, married William
Dodge, a lawyer of that city. Her early taste for
literature was fostered by her associations. In 1865
she published " Hans Brinker, or the Silver
Skates," a story of boy life in Rolland, which was
wonderfully popular. Its success secured for its
author the position of editorof the best of magazines
for the young, St. Nicholas. Mrs. Dodge is a leading
figure in New York literary circles. " A Few
Friends," " Along the Way " (poems), " Donald and
Dorothy," etc. are by the saine author.

CITY.-The fourth stanza of " Boadicea " is diffi-
cult. We take it that the Druid's neaning is not
literal but figurative. He says first that Rome shall
fall ; then, that ber fall is made certain because of
the massacres among conquered peoples. The blood
of those she bas slain cries for vengeance, and soon
this vengeance will fall, hence ber doom is certain.
She will perish abhorred by the world-a fall as
deep as ber crimes have been great. I do not think
we should take " write. ... spilt " literally, but
simply as a strong assertion, just as we say, " His
doom is written in letters of fire," to mean a start-
ling, inevitable, evident doom.

CITY.-By the " central unity" of any work of
art, is meant simply that the poem or picture con-
tains a chief idea, around which each incident or
part is grouped. In " Boadicea," for example, the
poet wishes to describe the tragic end of the British
queen. Such 'is the central idea of bis poem, for
you will notice, each part helps to develop that sub-

ject ; (a) her humiliation by the Romans ; (b) ber
consulting of her national gods, and the Druid's
answer ta ber appeal ; (c) ber determination of ven-
geance ; (d) ber death. In art we find the same
thing. For example, in Murillo's "Il Moses Striking
the Rock," the central idea is the assuaging of
thirst, We see that all the figures in the picture,
old.man and infant, camel and dog, in some way or
other illustrate this idea. For some are eagerly
drinking, others handing water to those behind,
children stretching their hands entreatingly towards
the stream, the dog lapping the flowing water,
the crowd pressing forward, etc., while, rod in hand,
the central figure, Moses, is looking praises to
God beside the riven rock. Every detail therefore
contributed to the essential meaning of the piece,
to a " centre unity."

W. E. M.-The analysis of the passages sent is:

(a) " Yet bury him here where arounl him
You honor your bravest that fall."

iv. R., 287.
The subject is "ye " (understood), the predicate

is " bury," the object of the verb is " him," the ex-
tension is the adverbial clause " where ....
...... fall." "Around " is a preposition forming
with "him" an adverbial phrase of place modifying

honor."
(b) "Let my heart be still a moment." v. R.,

p. 259.
" Let" in such a sentence as this has lost its ori-

ginal independent verbal force, and is a mere form
of the imperative verb phrase ; we might say here
without changing the meaning, " Be my heart still
a moment." At the same time it is verb enough
to require its object, as for instance, " Let him be
happy." Hence the analysis : the subject, " thou "
or "ye " (understood), predicate " let," object " my
heart," completion of the predicate, " be happy,"
adverbial complement of time, " a moment." This
is formal and unsatisfactory. As a matter of fadt
the phrase "let be " is a periphrasis for the imper-
ative " be " in which " my heart " is grammatically
an object, although in sense a subject.

"Let " cannot, as you suggest, be the subject.

(Continued on page 541.)

All communications intended for this department
should be sent before the 20th of each month to C.
Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO -
ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS, 1891.

ARITHMETIC AND MENSURATION.

JUNIOR LEAVING AND PASS MATRICULATION.

A. R. BAIN, LL.D.
Examiners : N. F. DuPuis, M.A,

I. E. MARTIN, B.A.

NOTE. - Candidates for Junior Matriculation
must ,take section A, and any four questions in
section B. Candidates for the Junior Leaving
Examination must take questions 4 and 5 in sec-
tion A, any four questions in section B, and any
three questions in section C.

A.
1. (a) How can you determine, by inspection,

when'a number is divisible by 5, 9 ?
(b) State and illustrate the proof of Multiplica-

tion by casting out the nines.
(c) Find the value- correct to four decimal places,

of:

1 1 1 1

2 x2 1×2 x 3 +1x2×3×4 1×2×3×4x5
1

+ 1x2x3x4x5x6

2. Distinguish between prime and composite
numbers. Resolve the composite number 277200
into its prime factors and by this process find the
greatest common measure of 1071, 1092, 2310.

3. The actual cost of making a piano is $256.
The manufacturer, importer and local agent each
make 25% profit. For what amount does the agent
sell it?

3 One clock strikes 5 strokes in 6 seconds and
another strikes 6 strokes in 7 seconds. They strike
the 10th stroke of 12 together. If the first clock
is correct, what is the error of the second clock
when the first clock begins to strike ?

5. A speculator is shipping 30 horses, which cost
$160 each, to Liverpool. For how much must he
insure them at 1¾% so that in case of loss he may
recover the cost of the herses, and the premium
paid for insurance ?

B.

6. Jones bought a bouse for $3,000 cash ; it is
assessed for a its value, the rate of taxation being
.161 mills on the dollar. The insurance is a % on I
of the cost. If Jones could have loaned his
money at 5/ what monthly rent is he paying for
his house ?

7. The expense of constructing a railway is
$5,000,000, of which 40% is borrowed on a mort-
gage at 6%, and the remainder is held in shares ;
what must be the average weekly receipts so as to
pay the shareholders 5 per cent., the working
expenses being 65% of the gross receipts?

8. A Montreal merchant owes 5,000 francs in
Paris. He buys a draft on London when sterling
exchange is at a premium of 9 ; exchange between
Paris and London 25.2 francs per £1. What does
the draft cost himi ?

9. A man borrows $100 from a money-lender
and pays it back in 12 monthly instalments of $10
each. These partial payments are deposited in the
Savings Bank at 4 % per annum, simple interest.
What rate of interest per annum is realized ?

10. A person buys 6 y, Bonds, the interest on
which is payable yearly and which are to be paid
off at par 3 years after the time of purchase. If he
invests bis interest when received at 4 % compound
interent what should he pay for the Bonds to real-
ize 7 % compound interest on his money ?

11. A farm is mortgaged for $4,500 bearing 7 %
interest, payable yearly ; the mortgage has 3 years
to run. What sum paid down now would be equiva
lent te reducing the interest on the mortgage te 5%,
money being worth 4 % per annum, all interest
being compound ?

C.
12. A certain coin is 1 of an inch thick and î of

an inch in diameter ; another has to be made of
21 times the value and twice as thick. What will
be its size ?

13. It is required to cover a piece of ground 80
feet square by a pyramidal tent 30 feet in perpen-
dicular height ; tind the cost of the requisite quan-
tity of canvas at 15 cents per square yard.

14. A bail of lead 4 inches in diameter is covered
with silver, find the thickness of the silver in
order that (a) the volume of silver may be equal to
that of the lead, (b) the surface of silver may be
twice that of the lead.

15. A mast is 49 inches in diameter at the bot-
tom and 2- inches at the top, and contains 596.75
cubic feet of wood ; find its height (r =9).

16. The sides of a rectangle are 16 and 12; find
the distance between the feet of the perpendicu-
lars drawn fron opposite vertices to a diagonal.

SOLUTIONS BY W. PRENDERGAST, B.A.
1. (a) A NUMBER is divisible by 5 if its right-

hand digit is 0 or 5.
A number is divisible by 9 if the sum of its digits

is divisible by 9.
(b) Write down the remainders after dividing

the suams of the digits in multiplier and multipli-
cand by 9 ; multiply these remainders together
and divide by 9 ; the remainder in this last divi-
sion should be the same as when the sum of the
digits of the product of the given number is
divided by 9.

(c) 2.
lst fraction =.5
2nd " of lst=.166666
3rd " = of 2nd .041666
4th " =.008333
5th " =.001388

2.72805 =sum.
2. 277200=11x7x52x32X24

1071=-17x7X32
1092=13x7x3x22

2310=11x5x3x2

G.C.M.=17x13x11x7x5x3 × x212
3. Manufacturer sella for ¾ of $256, etc., etc.

agent sella for 5 of ¾ of ¾ of 256=$500.
4. First clock strikes every 3- sec.

Second "l " " 6

Diff.=-
Error of second when first began to strike 12

=9X =-3 sec. too fast.
5. Premium= iî of risk

4 of risk=value of property insured
=30 x160

400 x30 x160
risk- -- =$4,885,

16½
6. Taxes= of 3000 x 1000

Insurance=g- of § of 3000=$12
Interest of capital Tau of 3000=150

12 1 1991
$16¾¾ Ans.

7. Mortgage =$2,000,000
lut. on mîortgage =8120.000
Dividend on shares = $150,000

$270, 000 = of gross yearly receipts
Average weekly receipts=$270,000 x x

8. A a x x gx p¾$14,835ý.
=961ija

9, The $100 lent amounts at end of year to
$120+10 x 16 (h + 2+ . . M.... -)

=$120r+- (a ) = 122.20
221%=rate.

10. When the bonds mature the investor has the
par value of the bonds, the last year's interest, and
the amount of $6 for 2 years at compound interest
at 4% and the amount of $6 for 1 year at the sane
rate.

Total capital at end of 3 years
= 100+6+6(1.04) + 6(1.04)2
=$118.7296
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Cost of bonds=P.W. of 118.7296 at 7% com. int.
_ 118.7296 -$697

(1.7) =$96.917.(1.07)3
11. The problem may be stated as follows
What sum paid now will with $225 at the end of

1, 2 and 3 years respectively be equivalent to the
payment of $315 at end of 1, 2 and 3 years respec-
tively ?

That sum=the difference between the present
values of two annuities of $315 and $225 respec-
tively, each to run 3 years, money worth 4%

( 1 1 1

225(î + +

1042+1.04+]
=90 × (1.04 1 =90 x 2.77509+

(1.04)3 -

= $249.75811+

12. (1jxJ×¼×‡ )× × ×.=r

= radius of second com. - in.
9

13. The perpendiculars from apex of tent on the
base and on the side of base, together with lino
joining the ends of these perpendiculars form a
right-angled triangle.

Each side of tent is a A with base=80 ft. and
perpendicular=50 ft.

Cost of canvas=50 x 80 x x4 x -V=813 3 J
14. (a) Let x=- thickness of silver

'sr (x+2)3 =2.¾ r 23

(x+2) 3=2x2 3

x + 2 = 2jY2i

x=2(e 2-1)
4 -r (x+2)=2=x4 7r x 2

x+2=2% 2

15. BD=28, NP=49, AC=y, CQ=x

7r (x+y)-- r 2
4  y-

59x 1728

y , +Y .'. y=ix
Be 0o 14 24½

(21 X ×411X ") -( X

2 X ×) 59 X

1728

42×7)x=59343

x 1728

x=8 ft., height of mast

16. Diagonal=20
16+12=twice area A ACP=AN x 20

AN=9

CN= <(122 - ( -- 16,/14

NP=:20-2CN

=20-

=3.9466073

CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.

THE following solutions of back problens are due
to ALEX. Hl. D. Ross, M.A., Almonte. For the
benefit of new subscribers the problems are re-
peated.

BETA (July 1890).- In a given time B and C
together can do three times as much work as A ; A

and C three times as much as B. Show that C
alone can complete any given piece of work in a
whole number of days, only when all three working
together can do it in a number of days that is some
multiple of 5.

SOLUTION.-If A takes x days, B takes z days, and
C takes w days, respectively, to do the work, then
3 =1 +1 -3 1 +1 .* 11 = 1 = 4

x y z'y z x x y z x y

Thisshowsx=y; and w= ;

and that all three together do the work in y days.
y4

Now if =any whole number N, then x=y=4N;

w =2N. So that when w= 1, y = 2 , x-2. Hente
C can do the work in a whole number of days, if all
three take any whole number of half days.

[REMARK.-This problem was taken from a Cam-
bridge Honor Paper, but apparently some error bas
crept into the wording of it. As 2+2+1=5, it
would seem that the words ought to be, "<only
when the sum of the separate times is some multiple
of 5." The error was in the English copy.-En.]

Mu. (July, 1890).-if
1 - - - 1 - - -
- = '/bý + '/e - /a ; - = s/c + l/a - /b;
x y
1 - -- - 1 - - -
-= ,a + ./b -c and -=z /a + N/b + cz w
Show that

(y+z-x+w) (z+x-y+w) (x+y-z+V.)

(x+y+z -w,)
=(b+c-a) (c+a-b) (a+b -c)÷8abc.

1
SOLUTION. - la + </c transpose /c,

square and equate the rational parts, and the irra
tional parts.

1 1 ab
-. =a+b-c ; and,/ab= </c ÷ z.. -- a
*Z2  Z2  c

S sbstitute these values and (a+b-c) (b+c-a)
-(c + a - b) - 8abc becomes = I ; and therefore
(a+b-c) (b- c-a) (c+a -b)=abc, which is true

1
when a=b=c. Thus we have a+b-c= 1 reduced

to -= <a ; and by symmetry x and y have equal
z

values. Then since
1 - 1va + </b + </c = - we have 3/a -. Now
w w

substitute and (y+z--x+w) (..........)

A, as required. +
N.B.-The following solution, which starts from

the other end of the chain, will be interesting to
our readers.

SOLUTION 2.-Take the first factor on the left of
required relation and

y+z-x+w=y+z-(x- w)

=yz (-+-) xw - -z y w x

=2 '/a(yz -xw)
/ 1 1\

= 2 J/a (- )wxyz
xw yz

= 2 /a (b+c -a)2wxyz; hence, by
symmetry, second factor

-= 2 /b 4a+b - c) 2wxyz ; and

the third factor 2 /c (a+b-c) 2wxyz; hence
their product

= 64 </abc. x 3 y 3 z 3w 3(b+c-a(c+(a-b)(a+b-c).
Similarly in the second stage we have for the deno-
minator

(x+y)+(z-w) =xy\+ 1  + zw -
y x w z

= 2 %/c (xy + zw)
-/ 1 1\

= 2 /c ( -+ -) wxyz
zw xy

2 </c. 4 </ab, wxyz = 8wxyz ,/ abc

(x+y+z- w) 3 -64/abc. 8abc. xay3 z3
wa.

Thus, on the whole, the fraction on the left

=(b+c-a) (c+a-b) (a+b-c)8ac.

[REMARK.-This exainple is a good illustration of
that " restoration and reduction," which constitutes
the science of Algebra.-ED.]

82. The sides of a field ieasure 21¾, 16, 23 and
272 rods. How can the area be found from these
data ?

SOLUTION.-The figure is drawn to scale.
o

AB=21¾, BC=BH=BG=16; CD=RE=GF -23;
DA-EA=FA=272. .". eachof the figures ABCD,
ABHE, ABGF has its aides of lengths given in
problem.

Evidently the areas of the three figures cannot be
= unless AIE=BIDC and AHE=FHBG, which

obviously is not the case.
I would suggest three possible solutions

(a) If BC and AD be // proclude DC to meet

AB in 0, and draw BK // OD and AO AD OD
AD AK BK

. OA 21al OD
Î.e., - 2 D whence OA=51.31 and OD

=42.57, and from this area of ABCD may be found,
as we now know, by the three sides of the triangles
ODA and OCB.

(b) If two sides be in lino like BHE, we get a
triangle whose area= / 22½, 5¼, 16½ = 293.6,

where I/s (s-a) (s-b) (s-c) is the area of a
whose sides are a, b, c and s the semi-perimeter,

(c) If the vertices of quadrilateral he concyclie

we may apply the form </(s-a) (s -b) (s - c) (s -d)
where a is the semi-perimeter and a, b, c, d the

sides. This gives area - </22½, 281, 21j, 16*=
251.8.

85. (April, 1891).-A man embarks bis property
in four successive ventures. In the first he clears
10% and in each of the others he loses 10 %, There
romains to him only 2)% of his original capital ;
what was bis loss % on the whole in each of the
ihree years ?

SOLUTION.-If p represent value of property at
first, and x what he lost on 100 invested in each of
the last three ventures p

110 100 -x 100-x 100-x 2.4
100 » 100 100 *1W0 *1ï00 * P.

.*. 110 (100 -x) 3 -2,400,000. .*.100-x=

,0/21818.18 + =27.04+ whence x=72.95+ . . .

86. (April, 1890).-Equal weights of gold and
silver are in value as 20:1 ; equal volumes as
1284:35. A certain volume is composed of equal
weights of gold and silver. How many times more
valuable would the same weight of gold e ?

.SOLUTION -If 1 vol. gold be worth 1284 and
weigh x ; then 13 r silver is , 6401

X ; .. 2¾ vols. alloy are worth 19244, but 2¾
3531

vols. gold are worth 3531 .*. 19241 -1.835 + ans.

(See another solution in June number, 1891).
PROBLEM 110. (Eta, July, 1890).-Find the sum

of n terms of the series
1 1 1 1

+ Ï .+9 1 6 +etc ... n... - , andthesum
od inf.

PROBLEM 111.-A father divides bis property
among his children as follows : The first gets $a, and
lth ita
- of the remainder ; the second gets $2a, and -
n n

lth
of the remainder; the third $3a and- of the re-

n
mainder, and so on for. all. It turns out that all
have received equal shares. Find the number of
children, the share of each, and the value of the
whole property.
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THE HIGI SCHoÔL PRIMARY, LEAVING AND
UNIVERSITY MATRICULATION.

PHYSICS.

PRIMARY.

(G. CHAMBERS, B.A., M.B.
Examiners: J. J. MACKENZIE, B.A.

T. H. SMYTH, M.A., B.Sc.

NOTE.-Not more than two of the three subdi-
visions, (a), (b) and (c) of each question are to he
answered.

1. (a) Describe a physical method of separating
two or more gases.

(b) Describe a physical method of separating a
gas dissolved in water.

(c) What conclusions regarding matter may he
based upon these conditions and changes ?

2. Assuming the temperature and pressure to
he constant, what would he the effect upon

(a) a loaded spring balance,
(b) a loaded equipoised scale balance,
(c) a vibrating pendulum,

if each instrument were transferred from the equa-
tor to the pole ?

3. Calculate the energy, using any one systemi of
units, of a mass M

(a) at a vertical height of 100 feet,
(b) when set in motion by 10 units of force act-

ing for two seconds,
(c) moving on a horizontal plane at a uniform

velocity of 320 ft. per second.
4. Describe and explain an experiment to illus-

trate each of the following:
(a) pitch of sound-using a tuning fork,
(b) reflection of sound,
(c) through what medium sound is propagated.
5. Explain the following phenomena :
(a) When a distant gun is discharged the flash is

seen before the report is heard ;
(b) Two sounds nearly in unison produce either

a throbbiug sound or a low musical note;
(c) In a submerged diving bell a gentle whisper

sounds very loud.
6. Describe and explain an experiment to illus-

trate each of the following:
(a) the delusive depth of water,
(b) the compound character of light,
(c) the fact that red paper reflects chiefly red

rays.
7. (a) Determine experimentally the principal

focus of a concave spherical mirror ;
(b) Determine experimentally the minimum

deviation of a prism.
(c) A man stands before a vertical mirror three

feet long, the bottom of which is three feet from
the floor-how tall must the man be to see his full-
length image ?

8. (a) When a zinc plate and a copper plate are
immersed in acidulated water, but not in contact,
wbat happons ?

(b) When they are immersed, and connected out-
side the cell by means of a copper wire, what hap-
pens ?

(c) What unit of electricity bas been adopted
based upon the decomposition of water ?

9. State what occurs when a galvanic current is
passed through

(a) a horizontally suspended coil of insulated
wire ;

(b) a helix of insulated wire surrounding a soft
iron core ;

(c) a vertically suspended elastic brass spiral
wire with free end just touching mercury for
transmitting the current through the wire.

10. In the telephone what functions do the fol-
lowing parts play:

(a) the disk,
(b) the carbon button,
(c) The helix of fine insulated wire ?

PHYSIOS.

JUNIOR LEAVING AND PAss MATRICULATION.(G. CHAMBERs, B.A., M.B.
Examinera : J. J. MACKENZIE, B.A.

T. H. SMYTH, M.A., B.Sc.
NOTE.-Not more than two of the three subdivi-

sions, (a), (b), (c), of each question are to he
answered.

1. (a) Devise an experiment by which a unit of
force may be established.

(b) A spiral spring acts upon different masses
how can the masses be compared by this means ?

(c) What is the nature of the motion of a bodyfalling from a great distance to the earth under the
force of terrestrial gravity only, the body startingfrom rest ?

2. (a) How can the volume (in cubic centimet-
ers) of an irregular-shaped solid and the weight (in
grammes) of an equal volume of water be simultan-
eously determined ?

(b) What precautions must be taken in order to
make accurate determinations of these values ?

(c) How many grammes of gold (specific gravity
say 20) can be suspended in water by 44 grammes
of carbon dioxide gas contained in a weightless bag
beneath the surface, assuming that the gas remains
at a constant temperature of 0°C, and at normal
pressure ?

3. (a) What precautions should b taken in the
manufacture of the barometer?

(b) What precautions are necessary in takîng
reading of the height of the mercurial columu of
the barometer ?

(c) What properties of fluids are exhibited bythe barometer? Express the normal atmospheric
pressure in dynes per square centimetre (density ofmercury=13.6).

4. (a) The Eiffel Tower is to be utilized in the
lhquefaction of gases ? How may this he done ?

(b) Supposing the tower to he 304 metres high,what intensity of pressure could be obtained bymeans of a liquid of sp. gr. 13.6 ?
(c) Explain briefly some methods of diminishing

the pressure of gases.
5. (a) Show by reference to experiment uponwhat property of matter any unit of temperature is

based, and also upon what property of matter anyunit of heat is based.
(b) Describe an experiment to show that heat is

a form of energy.
(c) Why must atmospheric pressure be consid-

ered in the determination of the boiling point of a
Centigrade thermometer ?

6. (a) What happens when heat is applied to the
bottom of a tin pail containing water a, O'C ?
What happens when ice at 0°C is applied to the
bottom of the pail when the water contained in it
is at 10C ?

(b) When floating ice melts in water is the level of
the water altered ? Explain.

(c) What takes place when ice at 0°C congealed
in a strong vessel is subjected to great pressure ?
How may the change be demonstrated ?

7. (a) Mention precautions necessary in the
determination of the quantity of heat evolved bythe condensation of steam.

(b) When ice molts the water formed occupies
less space than the ice. How may this change of
volume ho accarately measured ?(c) Compare the anount of heat required to con-
vert a given mass of ice at-3'.20. into water at
38°0., with that required to convert the same mas
of water at 38°C. ip to steam at 100°C. [The spe-cific heat of ice is 0.5].

8. (a) A single Daniell cell, however large, will
not electrolyse acidulatod water, but two small
Daniell colis can ho made to do so. kfow may theelectrolysis be accomplished ? Explain this.

(b) Describe the chemical reactions which take
place in a Bunsen and in a Gravity cell respec-tively.

(c) How would you show which of these cells has
the greater electro-motive force ?

9. What will he the effect :
(a) When a current is passed through two wires

of equal lengths but whose cross sections are as 2
toiJ?

(b) When a current is passed through a wire in
which a current of equal strength is already pus-
ing in an opposite direction? p

(c) When a current is passed through a long-coi
galvano-meter ?

10. (a) Explain the object of the iron hammer
with its steel spring, employed in the induction
coil

(b) How may the electromotive force of a dynamobe ncreased ?
(c) What constitutes the internal resistance of a

dynamo-electric machine ?

CHEMISTRY.
JUNIoR LEAVING AND PASs MATRICULATION.

{G. CHAMBERs, B.A., M.B.
Examinera : J. J. MACKENZIE, B.A.

IT. H. SMYTH, M.A., B.Sc.
NoTE.-Candidates may take any six questions.
1. (a) Describe experiments to show that one

c.c. of hydrogen gas and one c.c. of Chlorine Gasare found in two c.c. of Hydrochloric Acid Gas, andone c.c. of Oxygen Gas and two c.c. of Hydrogen
Gas in two c.c. of Water Gas.

(b) Draw the inference from the above experi-ments that the ratio of the weight of two c.c. ofeach of these compound gases to the weight of one
c.c. of Hydrogen is twice the Specific Gravity ofthe Compound Gases compared to Hydrogen.

2. Discuss the question as to the distinction
between a combustible substance and a supporterof combustion. Illustrate by equations the chemi-cal reactions which occur in the combustion of:

(a) Hydrogen in Chlorine.
(b) Oxygen in Marsh Gas.
(c) Carbon Monoxide in Oxygen.
(d) Sodium in Hydrochloric Acid Gas.
(e) Hydrogen Sulphide in Oxygen.
3. Explain the meaning assigned by Chemists tothe following terms : (a) Oxidizing Agents, (b) Re-

ducing Agents ; write equations showing instancesof oxidation, (c) by Oxygen Gas, (d) by ChlorineWater, (e) by Nitric Acid ; of reduction (f) byheat, (g) by Charcoal, (h) by Nascent Hydrogen.
4. (a) How would you prepare red Phosphorusfrom the yellow variety ? Contrast their physicaland chemical properties.
(b) How many grams of Phosphorus will he

required when completely burnt to take the wholeof the Oxygen out of 1,000 grams of air. [P=31.]
5. Describe the physical changes and illustrate

by equations the chemical changes which occurwhen each of the following substances is heated ina test tube, (a) Ammonium Nitrate, (b) PotassiumNitrate, (c) Lead Nitrate, (d) Calcium Carbonate,
(e) Ammonium Chloride.

6. Name and give the fornule of the substancesformed by the action of hot Concentrated SulphuriceAcid upon each of the following bodies: (a) Cop-
per, (b) Charcoal, (c) Potassium Chlorate, (d) Po-tassium Iodide, (e) Ammonium Nitrate, (f) Ammo-nium Chloride, (g) Calcium Carbonate.

7. Explain the chemical and physical reationswhich occur in the following experimentsgive
equations in each case :

(a) A small piece of Sodium is thrown upon
Wator.

(b A small piece of Potassium is thrown upon
Water.

(c) Chlorine Gas is mixed with Hydrogen Sui-
phide.

(d) Charcoal is heated with Sulphur Vapor.
(e) Nitrogen Trioxide is mixed with Sulphur

Dioxide.

8. Describe experiments showing how you would
distinguish

(a) Oxygen fron Nitrous Oxide.

(b) Ntrous Oxide from Nitric Oxide.
(c) HydrochloricAcid from Hydrobromic Acid.
(d) Hydrobromic Acid from Hydriodic Acid.
(e) Hydrogen Sulphide from Phosphuretted

Hydrogen.

THE spirit of the age is opposed to workMachinery has made men lazy physically and oursysten of education is helping to propagate mentalndolence. Move me, sadden me, amuse ne, make
ne weep, niake me laugh, make me dream, make
me feel, cry the masses of humanity ; but a very
ew say make me think.-Prof. S. B. Todd, Ster-
ing, Kan. r
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THE SHORTHAND LESSONS.

W E are sorry to be obliged to say that an
unexpected obstacle has arisen, the

effect of which will be to prevent us from

carrying out the arrangement proposed in

regard to the promised lessons in shorthand.
The simple fact is that the Pitman system,
which Mr. Moran uses, is copyrighted in
England, and so of course in Canada, and
that we have been notified by the Canadian
agents of the Pitmans that our publication
of the lessons would subject us to an action

for infringement of copyright. The
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL has no intention
or disposition to infringe upon the rights of
anybody. It had never occurred to us

that the Pitman systemn, which has been so
long in general use, was not now public
property. Under the circumstances, we
have no alternative but to withdraw our
offer and express our regret to all who have

been in any way inconvenienced. To those
who have sent us the fee in advance, it will

be, of course, promptly refunded. All others

interested will please accept this explana-

tion.

METHODS AND METHODS.

"(E XALTATION of Method," is one of
the sub-headings in Dr. McLellan's

Special Report on Normal Schools. ' There
is at present," he thinks, "a strong and
general tendency to depend too much on
methods as methods. Amid interminable
discussions on methods there is danger of
forgetting the essentials of the true teacher
-learning, culture, sympathy, enthusiasm,
character-in short personaUty. Behind
the method there must be the man." This
truth cannot be too strongly emphasized.
We are glad to believe that a bealthy re-
action is already setting in against the
tendency, and that there is at present less
danger of reliance upon mere methods being
carried to a mischievous extreme than
there was a little while ago. This is at least
the impression we receive from the general
tone of our educational exchanges.

But given the man or the woman, with the
indispensable qualities above enumerated,
it cannot be denied that success still depends
very largely upon good methods. We think
we have known teachers who possessed
these qualities in a very good degree, who
yet have seriously failed for want of know-
ledge of the best methods. To the best
teachers of a quarter of a century ago, a
hint of some of the methods of teaching
which are in common use to-day would have
come as a revelation and an inspiration.
Had some one but suggested to them that

it might be weLl to substitute inductive
reasoning for dogmatic teaching, thought-
work for rote-work, the process of dis-
covery for that of memorizing, both their
usefulness and their delight in the work
would have been vastly increased, and they
would have been able to arouse an enthu-
siasm in their pupils which it was simply
impossible to produce while confining them
to the old paths marked out by the educa-
tional orthodoxy of the day. It would, of
course, be extravagant and absurd to sup-
pose that there was not much of genuine
educational work and intellectual develop-
ment under the old systems. The mind is
happily so constituted that.activity of any
kind strengthens its powers. Moreover a
certain amount of independent use of those
powers, proportioned to the originality and
force of the individual mind, is sure to
accompany and follow every new fact

reached, by whatever process it may be
gained. Still the loss of power was un-
questionably great, and the loss of the

enjoyment and delight in this use of the
intellectual faculties which furnish nature's
impulse and reward for perpetual student-
ship was still greater and more regrettable.

But what we wish especially to point out,
just now, is the need of care. in the choice

and use of methods. There are methods
and methods; methods good, bad and in-
different. It is of course impossible to frame
a full descriptive catologue of methods in
this, that and the other subject, and say
this is good, that is bad, the other is in-
different. What we may attempt is to lay
down one or two general principles which
each teacher may apply as tests as occasion
requires. We should be disposed to suggest
as one of the first and most important rules :
Reject the method which simplifßes too
much. The " too much " must of course be
determined by the capacity of the pupil
We have, in a previous article, intimated
our doubt whether this is not a great dan-
ger in the Kindergarten, unless in the hands
of the very best teachers. We ,feel very
sure that it is a serious evil and danger in
the primary, and perhaps in the first and
second classes, in the public schools. ln
such simple processes as numeration and
notation, addition and subtraction, the little
ones are sometimes led on by such round-
about, useless and tedious processes that
they must be wearied and disgusted with
the monotony of the thing, long before the
end is reached. " Teaching children to
understand the powers of numbers," etc.
such work is often called, just as if the
ordinary child did not have the elementary
conception of numbers long before he enters
the school-room. Give even the six-year
old credit for having some brains, and some
power even of abstraction and generaliza-
tion, and find out what he really knows and
is capable of doing, before commencing
your tedious variations and repetitions of
the simplest processes, and you will often
be astonished at the results. The decimal
method of notation is, of course, purely arti-
ficial, and will need to be carefully explained,
in connection with the various operations
with figures, but it is sometimes astonish-
ing to find how quickly the child will grasp
the principle of the decimal notation. See
that he understands not simply the process
of " borrowing " and " carrying "-we do
not think he should be taught either the
words or the process they denote, until he
has been led to understand the principle-
but has an insight into the principle of the
decimal notation, such as will enable him to
understand the " reason " for the borrowing
and the carrying. Then again while the
child's first step in arithmetic should be
aided by the use of objects, such as the
fingers or blocks,let these helps be discarded
just as soon as he shows the capacity for
forming and dealing with the ideas of num-
ber they represent, without the aid of
objects.

But our article is long enough. We may
continue the subject in another number.
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION.

A CIRCULAR from the Minister of Edu-
cation annouinces that a meeting to

consider the propriety of organizing a Pro-
vincial scheme of University Extension will
be held in the Public Hall of the Education
Department, on Thursday, Nov. 5th, when
addresses will be delivered by Professor J.
E. James, President of the University of
Pennsylvania, and leading Canadian educa-
tors. This is a movement of great import-
ance. We hope that the meeting will be
largely attended by the friends of educa-
tion, and that it may result in the forma-
tion of an independent and fully representa-
tive Society for carrying on University
Extension work in the Province.

* Ecbireri41 J'rs. *
Wb; recomnmend te every teacher, and

especially to every rural teacher, Mr. Fred.
Brownscombe's admirable paper in this
number. It is lengthy, but will not be
found tedious, and it is brimming with
excellent suggestions of a thoroughly practi-
cal kind.

IT will be a matter of interest and plea-
sure to many of the teaching profession to
learn that the hours of lecture for the first
year in the Women's Medical College of
Toronto, have been so arranged that they
in no wise interfere with the regular work-
ing hours of those ladies otherwise em-
ployed."

As the result of an exciting contest in
the Toronto Public School Board, Mr.
Chapman was appointed to the new Inspec-
torate by a majority of 14 to 12, as against
Mr. Colles, School Inspector of Kent Co.,
who was the nominee of the School'Manage-
ment Committee. Among other candidates
who ranked high in the favor of the
Board were Mr. MeMillan, who was de-
feated on a tie vote, Mr. McAllister
Mr. S. B. Sinclair, Mr. Bruce and
others. The new Inspector is Principal of
Niagara Street School, has been in the
service of the Board for six years, and has
a good record as teacher in Waterloo and
Berlin.

"To make this paper really valuable it
Must be intensely practical. It must come
down to the real needs of the workers in the
school-room. In that school-room there are
serious difficulties. Some of these are the
sauciness, the answering back, the defiant
look, the scowling face, the slamming down
Of slates when offended, etc. How do you
maeet these troubles ? Let us have the
tuethods you have absolutely found success-
tul, not what you think would be successful.

Write them out and send them to us Your
name will not be published unless you
wish." We adopt the above from the
columns of a contemporary. It expresses
just what we ourselves desire of our
patrons. Let us have your views and
methods on all manner of practical work in
the school-room. It will do you good to
put them on record, and your experience
may prove helpful to many.

THE lady who was heard, it does not
matter when or where, sharply condemning
the High Schools because they educate the
children of laboring people "out of their
sphere," making them "unfit to be servants,"
etc., is, we fear, by no means a rare speci-
men of a genus that ought to have been long
since extinct. The incident, however, con-
tains a hint for the teacher. The idea that
all manual labor is essentially degrading, or
that somne kinds of labor are in themnselves
less honorable than others, is a prejudice
that dies hard. The true teacher will ]ose
no opportunity to help kill it. The sooner
the yourg of our country can be trained up
to a practical belief that there is dignity
in all useful labor, and that the only differ-
ence a good education should make is to
enable its possessor to do the thing that lies
next him as a duty better than the unedu-
cated can do it, the sooner shall we be pre-
pared for the blessings of universal educa-
tion in the good time coming.

Boo4 lolie,s, ete.
Plane Trigonometry. By I. J. Birchard, M.A.

William Briggs, Toronto. pp. 250.

This is a book very much of the same style as
the High School Algebra. The work is pretty well
arranged for teaching purposes ; but it contains a
considerable amount of matter that might have
been omitted as irrelevant to the course required
by our Canadian colleges. The theory is stated
elaborately and carefully, but the amount of prac-
tical examples for solution is limited to twenty-
nine short exercises and a dozen examination
papers. The style of the explanations is well
suited to the student who bas little oral teaching,
but this means that there is little space left for the
copious graded examples which teach the subject
most impressively as well as most rapidly. The
student who masters this book will know the sub-
ject well, but in the present crowded state of the
High School programme, we fear that few students
will give the time required for so large a book.

The Solution of Dificulties in Arithmetic, contains
over 350 problems solved out, followed by a
careful selection of examples. Pp. 325. 4/6.
Moffatt & Page, London.

This is one of the few good books of the kind.
It is a treatise on Arithmetic in which all the work
is practically set out by examples with short
explanations. To Canadian teachers it will prove
far more useful for III. Class and Il. Class work
than the lately incubated " High School Arithme-
tic." It covers more ground, and in a better man-
ner, TheCivil Service papers in Higher Arithmetic
are very good.

Plane and Solid Geometry. By Seth T. Stewart.
American Book Company, New York. Pp. 400
$1.12.

Each of the ten sections treats of one subject
only, thus :-Chap. I., Straight Lines and Angles
Chap II., Triangles ; Chap. III., Quadrilaterals
Chap. IV., Circles, etc. The principle of associa-
tion and the principle of grading are closely fol-
lowed. The volume isgan eloquent protest against
the Euclidean system ; the elegant style of print-
ing and binding and the reasounable price show how
much advantage would accrue to us in Ontario by
free trade and free conpetition in text-books. The
book is of no special value to Canadian schools.

(Continued from 536.)
SUBSCRIBER. -We regard the sentences forwarded

as follows: (a) " The house as well as its inmates
was destroyed by fire " is quite permissible. Our
language does not treat "as well as" always as
equivalent to " and." If we lay stress on " house "
the verb must be singular ; if we wish Ito state the
fact of bouse and iniates being burnt, the plural
verb is perhaps preferable. (b) " Agreeable to his
promise he came this p. m." is both wrong and vul-
gar. He came agreeably to (in agreement with) his
promise. The adverbial form is plainly required, asthe word bas adverbial force. Then " p.m." is not
used by correct speakers for the English word after-
noon, unless they wish formally to describe the
hour of the afternoon, e.g. at four p.m. (c) " Hop-
ing to hear from you, believe me truly yours," is
faulty in construction. " Hoping " describes a per-
son who is represented grammatically by the under-
stood subject of the verb " believe "-" you hoping
...... believe." This is not the sense ; therefore
to speak sensibly we say " Hoping to bear from
you. I reman, truly yours," or " I hope to hear
from you soon. Believe me, etc." (d) " I shall
have great pleasure in accepting your invitation " is
quite right, if your acceptance is to take place at
some future time. If it is taking place at the time
of speaking you should say ''I have great pleasure,
etc." (e) " This paper bas the largest circulation
of any paper in the city" is a faulty confusion of
two constructions, (i) This paper bas a larger circu-
lation than any other in the city ; (ii) This paper
bas the largest circulation of all papers in the city.
England bas practically free trade.

CONSTANT READER.-Following are the naines
and departments of the members of the Ontario
Cabinet, as at present constituted. Premier and
Attorney-General, Hon. Oliver Mowat ; Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands, Hon. A. S. Hardy ; Com-
missioner of Public Works, Hon. C. F. Fraser ;
Provincial Secretary, Hon. J. M. Gibson ; Provin-
cial Treasurer, lion. Richard Harcourt ; Minister
of Education, Hon. G. W. Ross ; Minister of Agri-
culture and Registrar. Hon. John Dryden ; With-
out PQrtfolio, Hon. E. H. Bronson.

A SuBscRiBER.-Population of cities of Canada
Halifax, N.S., 42,000 ; St. John, N.B., 43,300;
Fredericton, N.B., 6,000 ; Charlottetown, P.E.I.,
13,600 ; Montreal, Que., 250,000; Quebec, 75,000 ;
Three Rivers, Que., 9,500 ; Sherbrooke, Que.,
9,000 ; Ottawa, Ont., 44,000 ; Kingston, Ont.,
20,000 ; Belleville, Ont., 11,500 ; Toronto, Ont.,
200,000 ; Hamilton, Ont., 45,000; St. Catharines,
Ont., 10,500; Brantford, Ont., 13,000; Guelph,
Ont., 11,000; Stratford, Ont., 10,000: St. Thomas,
Ont., 10,000 ; London, Ont., 32,000 ; Winnipeg,
Man., 28,000; Brandon, Man., 4,000 ; Victoria,
B.C., 18,500 ; Vancouver, B.C., 15,000 ; New
Westminster, B.C., 8,000. The above are not the
exact figures according to census of 1881, but the
approximate present populations as given in the
Canadian Almabnac for 1891. Some of the cities
have grown so much within the last ten years that
the figures of the census of 1881 would convey a
very erroneous impression. Hence we assume that
the above will better serve your purpose. The list
does not include every place which ranks as a city,
nor, on the other hand, large towns such as Chat-
ham, Woodstock, etc., which have larger populations
than some of the cities. Population of the Pro-
vinces, etc. in 1881 : Ontario, 1,923,288 ; Quebec,
1,359,027 ; New Brunswick, 321,233 ; Nova Scotia,
440,572 ; Prince Edward Island, 108,891 ; Mani-
toba, 65,954 ; North-West Territories, 56,446 ;
British Columbia, 49,459. Of course there bas
been considerable increase in Manitoba and the
Territories within the ten years.
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HABITS.
RHODA LEB.

THE value and power of correct habits,
physical, intellectual and moral, cannot well
be over-estimated. It is the training in the
formation of good habits that fits the child
for that complete living which is the end
and aim of true education. We look to the
home for much of this training but how
frequently do we look in vain. In the rush
and hurry of living, in making provision
for the temporal needs and comforts, how
little attention is paid to the real wants of
the child, how little time given to the
snoothing of the road and the strengthen-
ing of the feet " that such long years must
wander on through hopes and fears."

A habit is one of the few things much
more easily made than unmade. Repeated
action makes a habit. Habits form char-
acter. Consider the number of times in
one day that a child acts or speaks in
response to your commands, and realize
your influence, fellow teachers. The bur-
den falls heavily upon all, but perhaps we
primary teachers should feel the greatest
weight. With us school action begins, and
it is at the commencement of this new
epoch of the child's life that he has most
need of our careful guiding and guarding.
The force of a habit formed during the first
year at school will be felt throughout the
whole school life and will leave its inefface-
able mark somewhere.

When we raise our eyes to the ideal
before us, how numerous are the habits
we would cultivate. Obedience, honesty,
truthfulness, promptness, attention, appli-
cation, observation, thoughtfulness and
sympathy, politeness and a score of others.
The earnest teacher will find and make
opportunity for the cultivation of these and
many more habits one night name.

There is one habit which, though admit-
ted by all to exert an unbounded influence
upon the character of a girl or boy, does
not receive due attention in lower classes.
For want of a better name I must call it
neatness. While I would wish this to
include carefulness in personal appearance,
school apparatus, books, desks, cloak-rooms.
etc., I refer particularly to book and slate
work, the latter being the foundation for
all. A chaotic, undisciplined mind will
always accompany and result from careless
work, while habits of carefulness and neat-
ness will assuredly bring precision of char-
acter, with ciearness and definiteness of
thought.

In classes where writing and exercise
books first corne into use, the children, if
directed and inspired aright, will take an
immense amount of pride in them. Such
books are a joy to behold !

On no account should careless work be
tolerated for a day. It may be neat,
though far from perfect. Even when the
children know the powers of only two or
three letters, they can make their siates
present a neat appearance. Every letter
immediately below the one above, with
uniform distances between. Of course, I
am presuming that every primary teacher

scratches her slates for writing and drawing.
Having tried many plans advocated, I have
decided upon the plain ruling of lines, at
equal distances, the entire length of the
slate. Quarter inch blocks for drawing cover
one half of the other side, leaving a part
of the slate blank for miscellaneous work.
Watchfulness must be your motto if you
would cultivate the habit of neatness.
Examine the work. Make time, take time,
to mark and correct the slates, giving
encouragement and suggestions for improve-
ment in the busy work. This does not
mean anything or everything that fills up
the time and keeps otherwise idle hands
busy. No, it means intelligent, developing
work that will give increase of power and
promote habits of industry and carefulness.

Use a special mark and keep some one of
your brightest crayons to give as a reward
to your most painstaking scholars. After the
children understand thoroughly the mean-
ing of neatness, allow one or two to choose
the best slates. My little folks are parti-
cularly delighted if I allow the owners of
these good slates to carry them into the
Principal's room for his inspection. Of
course, in time, these little bits of emulation
will become unnecessary as all will be
"best."

An honor roll for neatness is a great
incentive to good work, and the children
will put heart and soul into their efforts to
be classed in this list. Consider this a great
honor and one very much to be desired.

I must add in closing that I am a true
advocate and lover of individuality, and
hope never to say anything in these col-
umns to discourage it, yet I cannot think
that this plea for uniformity, neatness and
definiteness interferes in any way with the
development of freedom and personality.

Early habits are undoubtedly the most
easily formed and preserved. Habits that
we find necessary in the after years to
form often cause us much self-denial and
suffering and never then have the same
strength or stability.

CUT-UP STORIES.
BY ANNIE EVANS, LONDON.

(Conlinued with words found up fo Lesson XXI)

No. 1. I have told you of May and her
pets, so now will try to tell you of some
girls and boys who went to fish.

No. 2. We have here Ann, May, Mab and
Fan; Sam, Ben, Tom, Dan, Rob and Tim.

No. 3. They all got up with the sun and
did some jobs they had to do. Rob had to
rub the mud off the cart with a wet rag.

No. 4. Ben saw that the kid was fed;
Dan had to see that the dogs were fed.

No. 5. Sam was a bad boy and had to do
some hard sums, and Tim had to cut some
logs.

No. 6. Tom got the rods and the girls eut
the hain and put it with some buns and
jam in a tin box.

No. 7. Papa went with them and had his
gun to get a shot at the red fox in the fen.

No. 8. The man put the nag to the cart
and they got in and are off to have a gay
day.

No. 9. They got some fish and had lots
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of fun. They saw a cub in a lot and went
to see it.

No. 10. They got some nuts and saw a
man tap the trees for sap. The girls let
some sap run into a tin cup and had a sip
of it.

No. 11. The boys hid from the girls in a
barn, but when the girls went to get some
eggs they saw them.

No. 12. Papa shot the fox and the girls
got the skin as the boys had got some oi
from the fish.

No. 13. As the day goes on Papa says to
get into the cart to go home. They are
soon off to bed, and forget in rest the gay
day they have had.

HOW TO INDIVIDUALIZE.
ARNOLD ALCOTT.

"You seem to have taken quite a fancy
for the how's in your titles for the articles
of this session's work in THE JOURNAL."

" Yes, I have thought that perhaps a
devotion of some numbers of this depart-
ment to methods of doing this, and of teach-
ing that might be just the sort of help which
is most needed."

Notes from subscribers to our JOURNAL,
who are especially interested in the Primary
Department, telling just what sort of aid
they would like the Editors to give them
would be cheerfully received and duly ac-
knowledged by us. And we would endea-
vor in every possible way to comply with
their requests for papers on this or that
part of the work. We try to be general, to
meet the needs of all, and yet perhaps ; what
we think necessary may not include some
particular case. Let us once again give our
readers a hearty invitation to write us
whenever they would like assistance or sug-
gestions along a particular line of the work.

My heading is, How to Individualize:-
class teaching versus individual teaching.

It is impossible to make the former as
perfect as the latter. We know that with
a private tutor a student misses what is
called the " sympathy of numbers," and
loses the inspiration and fellowship of other
minds which give stimulus and elevation to
his own. Nevertheless he himself is better
knownand studied by the teacher,and allthe
teaching is adapted to his peculiar character
and needs. Now, in large classes such as
my readers have, individual teaching can
be carried only to a very small extent ; and
although the earnest teacher is always
endeavoring to pay special attention to
each particular pupil, yet she must neces-
sarily aim to make every pupil receive a
sturdiness of character which will enable
him to take care of himself. This self-care
is what the class teacher should inculcate.

Just here it seems to me that a caution
is necessary. It is this. Do not allow the
dullness, the intellectual and moral vacuity
of any of your scholars,tooccupy too much of
your time. Do not worry about the back-
wardness of the ill-favored. That is, do not
be extreme in your individualizing. The
elevation of the mass is the first considera-
tion, and nothing should give it a second
place.

Let me give a series of questions which
are plain, practical and calculated to deve-
lop the minds of the pupils in Arithnetic.
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These questions are for ordinary primary
classes and ordinary pupils. With Senior
First, Junior Second, Senior Second, the
higher primary classes, thev may be used
as Mental Arithmetic.

1. How many two-cent stamps can be
bought for a ten-cent piece ?

2. How much must we add to 1 of an
apple to make two apples?

3. How many pints in a quart and a
pint ?

4. What two pieces of money equal seven
cents ?

5. Willie is nine years old ; how much
longer must he live before he is sixteen ?

6. Naine a word that bas more letters in
it than horse.

7. How manv more letters in the word
exhibition than in the word holidav ?

8. Name five things you can buy for ten
cents and tell what each costs.

9. One cat caught as many mice as she
had feet ; another cat caught as many mice
as she had cars; another as many as she
had tails. How many mice were caught
altogether ? ,

10. How many five cent pieces equal
twenty cents.

11. A lady had three quarts of vinegar
for pickling. She put it into bottles each
holding two pints; how many bottles did
she fill ?

We may give more sample questions in a
later number. Oneword more. Try an arith-
metic match, to arouse intense interest and
life. Success is sure.

OUTDOOR SUPERVISION.
REBE.

AT what time in the morning do your pupils leave
home for school ?

Do they loiter on the way ; if so what are they
doing ? ,

Are they in the habit of dropping into neighbor's
houses or orchards?

Are they always polite to people whom they
ineet?

How are their noons and recesses spent?
When you go home for your dinner what are

Your pupils doing ? In our schools forty out of
lifty pupils bring their luncheon.

Do your pupils ever play on the roads, or wander
off to the fields where Bill Thomson is ploughing,
or ride on passing vehicles?

la tobacco used among your boys?
Are your pupils quiet and orderly in going home

from school, and do they go home directly ?
In short, do your girls promise to become

Womanly women, and your boys to become manly
imen? Are you ever watchful lest they enter into
temptation ?

I have a fear, a painful fear, that we as teachers
are iot doing all our duty. This moral supervision
of our children is by far our most responsible obliga-
tion. Such opportunities as we country teachers
have to mould character. The little ones are with
us till they are little ones no longer, and the rural
teacher is so important a personage that his words
and actions have very great weight. Indeed in the
latter fact there is a danger for the teacher, though
I think it is just possible that his numerous failures
inay suffice to teach him humility.

How then may the teacher exercise this moral
supervision ? He cannot be with his pupils always.

First, he should be a careful student of his
Pupils ; he must learn to read much fron little, to
understand signs rather than words. Sources of
'Idoor difficulties may be suspected to have their
existence outside.

The teacher must visit the homes. This will be
excuse for going from school with the children

quite frequently. The children should nîot be per-
mitted to visit on their way home unless for some
good reason.

The pupils can be taught to be careful of the
reputation of their school. Nothing sO sullies its
honor as impertinence. The teacher wants to ha\ e
one of the best schools in the township. So do the
pupils.

" The recess and noon are periods when watchful
care should be strenghened, not relaxed,'" is a sei-
tence full of meaning. The children should not be
allowed to leave the yard without permission, and
that should rarely be granted. Never under any
circumstances should the pupils play on the road or
hang on passing waggons or sleighs. The boys
should be assigned one-half the playground, the
girls the other, and the games may be only played
together when the teacher requests it and assists,
or remains near. The children must not be allowed
to feel tl;at they are watched, else the teacher
misses his aim. If the children are busily employed
in play during the whole time for recreation they
will be tolerably safe.

The teacher's own senses of seeing and smelling
must enable him to detect the presence or the use
of tobacco. Then he must drive the pernicious
habit out by example and by teaching.

The boys and girls must be enlisted on the
side of right, for in them lies a mighty power.
" You send your boy to the school-master but 'tis
the schoolboys who educate hin," wrote Emerson.
Truly these school-boys are potent teachers ! Only
watch one of these teachers handle his class, and
you have the secret. The sparkling energy, apt
illustrations, confident beariig and decided state-
ments of the teacher and the rapt attention of bis
pupils show that his subject is not only interesting
but that the teacher is master of it, nanaging it
well and throwing his very self into it.

The indoor teaching must bear strongly on the
outdoor living. There is a beautiful model for us
in our teaching given by Paul. " Finally, breth-
ren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things
are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever
things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, what-
soever things are of good report ; if there be any
virtue and if there be any praise, think on these
things."

Think truly, and each word of thine
Shall the world's famine feed ;

Speak truly, and each word of thiine
Shall be a truthful seed ;

Live truly, and thy life shall be
A great and noble creed."

OUR SCRIBBLING BOOKS.
BEER.

ALL the classes from the Part Il. upward use
them. Oh, no, we haven't discarded slates, the
books are only supplementary. I "canna thole "
the coverless bundle of grease-spotted, ink-stained,
dog-eared leaves, in which may be found a page of
arithmetic, a page of written spelling, a page of
geograghy, all being interspersed with crooked lines.
And more than that, I want my pupils to have the
same feeling. So I have found it necessary to teach
my children how to keep their books in order.

PART Il.

Soon after promotion, the little folks bring their
lead-pencils and new scribblers, with proud plea-
sure showing in their eyes ; and after the books
have been exhibited to an admiring throng, I take
possession of them for a little time. The fourth
class assist in preparing the books for use for Mon-
day. We like to enter upon new projects on Mon-
day. A vertical line is drawn, leaving a margin of
three-quarters of an inch, and the page is fillel witii
horizontal lines similar to those on ruled foolscap. It
is necessary that the ruling be straight and the lines
distinct, but not heavy ; half a dozen leaves may be
treated in this way. On three days in the week the
little folks transfer the words, phrases, or short
sentences that may have been written on their slates,
in the class, as an exercise in spelling, to these ruled
pages.

The second quarter of the book we use for arith-
metic, some pages blank, some ruled. The little
folks do one exercise at a time like the following :
Write the numbers up to one hundred, by twos,
or by threes, or by fours, etc. Write all the Roman
numbers from ten to forty. Write Roman numbers
for 5, 8, 9, 20, 21, etc. Columns of figures may be
given to be added ; there is no dearth of work.

In the third quarter there is more ruling, but the
lines go in pairs, their distance apart being deter-
mined by the height of the little unes' writing. On
the days in wbich they do not write spelling in the
books, they write a " copy " which has been placed
on the blackboard--small letters, capitals, words or
sentences, furnish room for variation. Soon they
may write portions of their reading lessons.

Language finds a place in the fourth quarter.
The little folks can make sentences about a pond, a
boy, an old tree, and may be taught to use the
capital to begin, and a period to end a statement.
They enjoy very much filling blanks, e. g., I saw a
big ---. Tom found a -- in the old -

Some of the most orderly pupils, may, after con-
siderable slate practice, do their own ruling, but it
seems to be too much to expect of the majority.
After the pupils reach the second ciass, aid should
gradually bu withdrawn.

SECOND CLASS.
The scribblers are filled in much the same waye

save that the work is more advanced and may b
given in increased quantities. A whole paper in
arithmetic or literature may be set, maps of the
school-house, spheres, showing axis, equator, and
zones, may be drawn, letters or stories, after being
first written on slates, nay be copied. In fact
there is no end to what a second class may do, but
we must remember not how much but how well ?

Upon the completion of a given exercise, the
books are handed in, and each one is examined, and
mistakes noted. Much of this work must neces-
sarily be dune after four, but the errors may be
pointed out to the class by using examples on the
blackboard, and pupils may be required to re-write
their work.

The scribblers are never taken home by the
children, unless to show father or mother how well
they are doing. Thus accidents are avoided, and
the books present a tidy appearance.

TuIRD CLASS.

The pupils have one for home-work, and one for
school exercises while they may have other books
in which work is to be done with pen and ink.

In teaching it is well to keep in the mind's eye
the object or objects at which one is aiming.

OBJECTS.
Cultivation of order. We learn to be orderly by

being orderly. By degrees the child will recognize
advantages arising from an orderly arrangement of
his work and effects.

Habits of industry. The child who has nothing
to do soon becomes lazy and troublesome. There
is enjoyment in work, and the child can find it if the
work is of the right kind. If he finds pleasure in
it, it follows that he will be willing to do more.

Testing the pupil's knowledge. The weak places in
the child's knowledge may be found and strength-
ened. He cannot be succesaful in his written work
if he dues not understand it.

Employnent us a help to discipline. This of
course should be a minor object, but we find that
when our school are employed, Mischief is looking
for a job,

Improvement. Advancement is expected in each
subject and the hand, mind, and eye are being
traned.

Keeping up interest. The varying styles of the
scribblers, the variety of exercises, the change from
slates and pencils to paper and lead pencils, the
comparison of new work with the old, or -of one
pupils' work with that of another, and the teacher's
commendation-all cheer and encourage the active
little students.

As a general thing we are too chary in praising
and encouragng the efforts of the young-too free
in criticising and depreciating them. Many a
child's powers in various directions are thrust back
into inactivity by the cold, unappreciative reception
they meet with. Children quickly adopt the senti-
ments of their elders, and soon learn to put the
same value on their own powers that others do.
The parent, the teacher, and the employer can
easily teach lessons of self-depreciation which may
cling through life, and forever prevent the develop-
ment of powers that ader more favourable aus-
pices might have proved a blessing to the commun-
ity ; or, on the other hand, by cheerful encourage-
nient and wholesome commendation, they may
nourish many a tiny germ of ability and talent that
may one day come to be a mighty influence, a per-
ceptible power, in the world.-Anon.

The -Edduc-,ationial ETomn.ral.



TIhe iEdtcational Jo-ttaria,
RyLEY-" Why is that flannel suit you have

on like most of the members of the New
Rochelle Yacht Club ? "

WILSON-" I'm a 'jay ' for the summer, so
I'il give it up."

RYLEY-" Because it shrinks from water
and--(at this point the boom interfered and
the rest of the answer was lost.)"

SHE's been yachting all this sumnier,
And she's got a yachting way

And a set of sailor speeches
When she's anything to say;

When I told her that I loved her
I was rather taken back,

For she smiled and said, " Now chappie,
Voit had better take a tack !"

THE attention of our readers is directed to
the advertisement of the Ontario Business Col-
lege, Belleville, Ont., now in its twenty-third
year. The teachers who have graduated from
this famous institution have achieved great suc-
cess. Its students are drawn from all sections
of this continent, and from the West Indies.
One of its principals, Mr. J. W. Johnson,
F.C.A., is this year first Vice-president of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario.

WoL-' I suppose it is allowable for a cat
to look at a king."

VAN PELT-" But why should a cat want
to."I

WOOL-" In the case of Emperor William
he might want to compare whiskers."

THE shoemaker sharpened his knife,
For he and his wife were at kstrife,

And he said, " Now at klast
All bounds you have kpassed !

Say your prayers and bid farewell to klife !"

GIRLS who have the reputation of being
'afraid of their shadow " show great courage

in the presence of a looking glass.

DR. T. A. SLOCUM'S

OXYGENIZED EMULSION OF PURE
COI) LIVER OIL. If you have Tightness of
the Chest-Use it. For sale by aIl druggists.
35 cents per bottle.

PENELOPE-" I see we have a new guest at
the botel."

I'ERDITA-"I wonder why they call a
boarder a guest ? "

PENELOPE-" Because one is guessed about
so much, I suppose, by the other people."

THE wedding was over, the vows were said,
The couple were filled with bliss,

When the minister shook the band of the bride
And gave her a smacking kiss.

The groom didn't like it, and said right away-
l ier kisses are not cheap, see ?

And the one you've taken will do you as well
As a ten dollar wedding fee."

I met ber first in the leafy June
Down by the azure sea,

A perfect gypsy there she seemed,
lier ways were gay and free.

I see ber now upon the street,
So haughty, cold and staid

Alas ! the autumn ripens e'en
The witching summer maid.

THE Acme Washer and Bleacher advertised
in our columns this issue is all that is claimed
for it, and from a personal knowledge of ils
merits we can cordially recommend it, and can
without any hesitation say that any orders
received will be promptly and satisfactorily
filled.

THiouuH winter still is distant
An instinct shrewd obeying

The girls are all preparing
Already for the slaying.

JONEs--"Did you have agood day'ssport?"
BROWN-" Splendid."
JONES-" low did my dog work for you ?"
BROWN-" Wonderfully. He led me direct-

ly to the game market."

ENPEC-" The Doctor says it wouldn't take
but a breath to carry me off."

MRS. ENPEc-"The breath you brought
home last night was strong enough."

BIGGSY-" I see that Queen Victoria bas
taken to smoking."

W1GsY-" Impossible "
BIGCSY-" It's true ; the Herald's cabled

account of the garden party at Marlborough
House says, 'When the Queen arrived the
Prince of Wales helped ber to alight.'"

NEwsBOY--" Paper, sir?"
WELL DRESSED MAN-' No ; I can't read."
NEWSBOY-" Look at the pictures, then."

Now doth the curtain rise throughout the land
And Thespians roar in mimic joy and rage,

Far as the broad Pacific's placid strand
Rant, kick and strut the legions of the stage

Chicago sees the white tiled minstrel band
And weeps o'er Uncle Tom, e'en in his hoary

age.

" I DEMAND toll," he said, stopping ber be-
fore the gate.

" It's too suggestive of a funeral," she an-
swered, "l to toll the belle."

I--" here is a poet who has written some
verses entitled ' By the Sea.'"

SHE-' Well, I suppose a poet could buy
the sea as easily as he could buy anything else."

SHE was a dainty autumn girl,
ler eyes were soft and sweet,

But, woe is me ! the hair she wore
Looked like a sheaf of wheat.

JusT now the freshman fresh infests
The college halls elate,

He'll fresh and fresh and fresher grow
Till he's a graduate.

VAN RENTSY-" Would a proposal be in-
opportune this evening Miss Peachblow ?"

PENELOPE ( lushingly)-' "N-no."
VAN RENTSY-" Well, I-I-I'll go and tell

the boys."

THAT " al] the world's a stage" I think
A saying quite oracular,

But now the plays on it appear
To be almost aIl spectacular.

A POET showed to me some verses once•
I read them o'er, and though not quite a dunce,I asked at length, '' Pray, wbat does aIl this

mean? "
"Nothing," quoth he, "l is for a magazine."

Some
ChildIren
Growing
Too Fast

become listless, fretful, without ener-
gy, thin and weak. Fortify and build
them up, by the use of

SCOTTS
EMULSION

OF PURE C0D LIVER OIL AND
HYPOPHOSPHITES

Of Lime and Soda.
Palatable as Milk. AS A PREVENTIVE On
CURE OF COUGHS OR COLDS, IN BOTH
THE GLD AND YOUNG, T 18 UNEQUALLED.
Genuine made by Scott & Bowne, Belleville.Salmon Wrapper: at ail Druggists, 6oc, and
$1. 00.

TEACHERS WANTED i
For vacancies of aIl kinds in nearly everv section of theUnited States. Write and learn abouftte neestderfuisuccess of our well tried

CO-OPERATIVE PLAN
of obtaining vaeancies, and filling positions throoghlocal agents and nembers. Circulars and applicationblanksfree. Agents wanted.

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY BUREAU,
.47 Throop St., Chicago, Ill.

Ontario Ladies' Colloge,
IWHITBY, ONT.

Affords an exceptionally pleasant Home,
and prepares pupils for Third, Second and Firsi
Class Teachers'Certificates, also Matriculation,
Freshman and Sophomore Examinations in
Victoria or Toronto University. Ful Conserva-
tory Course in Instrumental and Vocal Music,
Fine Art, Elocution and Commercial branches
taught by gifted specialists.

Apply for further information to
REv. J. J. HARE, Ph.D.,Principal.

SHORlTHANJ and BUSINESS
School Teachers and all young men and

women who are interested in a good

SHORTHAND .or BUSINESS eEDUCATION
Should communicate with the largest and

best school of the kind in Canada
before going elsewhere, namely,

BARKER & SPENCE'S
Shorthand and Business School

133 RING ST REET, EAST, - TORONTO.

AND
SHORTHAND INSTETUTE.,

34, 36, 38, 40 James St., S., Haniilton, Ont.

The most popular commercial school with Teachers,
as shown b the large nuber who annually attendhere. Write for cireular No. 2.

SPENCER & MCCULLOUGH, Principals.

GERMAN. FRENCH. SPANISH.

THE INGRES-COUTELLIER

Shool of Modern Languages
Natural Method by Native Teachers.

TORONTO: MONTREAL:
Canada Life Building. Nordheimer Block,

207 St. James St.
DIFFERENT BRANCHES:

St. John, N.B.; Halifax, N.S.; Winnipeg, Man.,Bradford, Ont.; Kingston, Ont.; Ottawa, Ont.;Bangor, Me.; Calais, Me. ; Yarmouth, N.S., and
other cities.

Office and Recitation Rooms in the Canada LifeBuilding. At the next French Literature Course,
Tuesday, Feb. 3rd, 8 o'ctock,' Prof. George Coutelierwill talk about orace de Corneille Admsson Forpupils of the School, 4e., for n .-pupils, 5oc. Specialarrangements will be made for the whole termS

ALso TAUGHT AT THE NATIONAL

Business Co11ege.
Catalogues free. Caution, Address

C. H. McCARGAR, Principal. OTTAWA, ONT.

ARCADE BUILDINGS, HAMILTON, ONT.

Re-opens for its 3oth year

SEPTEMBER 1, 1891
Affording the best advantages in Canada to obtain

a business education or a practica knowlede of
Shorthand. For new Illustrated Catalogue app yto

I. E. GALLAGIEXX, Picpl

THE HIGH SCHOOL

Mathematical Series
VOl'. Ili.

THE HLIGIH SCHOOL

TRIGONOMETRY
By I. J. BIRCHARD, M.A., Ph.D.

For Junior Matriculation with Honors, Se"¡
Matriculation and First Vear, and First-

Class Certificates.

The marked success which bas attended the publi'
tion of The High School Algebra, Parts 1. and Il'bas induced the publisher to add another volume
the series. Like the two preceding volumes,
Hlgh School Trigonometry ha, grown i thclass-roon, and it is hoped that the same prati
character which has rendered the former success
will not be wanting in the latter. Somte of its SPel
features are as follows

A Complete Theory
Theory and Practice Combined
Geometrical and Symbolical Truths ComPared
A Great Variety of Exemples
A Preparation for Advanced Work
Mathematical 

Tables
Teachers and Students alike will readily perceit'

great advantage of using a uniforn series of Math
matical works throughout the IHigl School Course.

P RICE. - Post-paid, $1. ?3

WILLIAM BRIGGS, Publishef
29-33 Richmond St. West, Toronto

a A L T
BUSINESS COLLEG

Shorthand Institute
- AND -

COMMERCIAL TRAININC SCHDOL
GALT - - ONTARIO

Individual Tuition, No Classes
A live school for the training of live businessPersons of both sexes taught to carn a living, a b

carefullpreparedforresponsibleposiions.Thorouinstruction im bookkeeping, banking, Comnercia le
penmanship, arithmetic, shorthand, typewriting
porting, drawing, etc.

Business men supplied with assistants on S
notice.

Terms Reasonable Time Short
Call or address the Principal.

ont.Over 205 Students. Twenty ProfesOIo
and Teachers.

University Affiliation, Prepares for MatrictlStion and University Examination.
Graduating Courses in Literature, Music, FreeCommercial Science and Elocution. ait

Young lady teachers ecan enter upon the Collen
Course, their certificates being aeeepted Pro~ 1 1and graduate on completin t cepte th
Literary work.

RE-OPENS SEPTEMBER 10, 1891
Elegant Illustrated announceient.

Address Principal Austin, A

Tue Business Practice Departmerut

Ottawa Business Collego
I' excellent.

Principal: BANNELL SAIWYER, 15 0'Connor St
Circulars and specimens free.

A sunmer session for teac

STATUARy;d SlTN and BAfor Decoratv
oses, 20) tyle þSTATUAR Pamhleth 0eln

PLASTER CASTS for Artist mand Schools, 2500 DesignDescriptive Pamphlet FREE, r St d e
C.HENNECKE CO., MiLwAUKEE, WIS.

&NO 20T WABASH AVENUE. CHICAGO
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The Ed-utcational Journal.

Ontario Business College Officiai Calendar
BELLEVILLE, Ont. C3r1 YFAR -OF THE -

W. Robinson, J. W. Johnson, F.C. A.
Principals. DUCATION

I1te i C Ltion i e most widely attended Busi-

cIý einAmierica,
ce ACHERS hoare graduates of theCollege are

e antlv in demand in Canadian and Anerican Col-
, and in Ofices they soon beconie the managers.

PoR CIRCILARS ADDRESS

OBINSON & JOHNON
Belleville, Ontario.

TEACHERS, STUDENTS, SCHOLARS
And Professional Men

Frte! See Here, Free!
T1H F,

Aeime Washier.
And BLEACHER

$1.000 REWARD
For its Superior

Washing made light an d
eas. Clothes have that
pure whiteness that no)
other method of washing

pf5hboards No rubbing. can produce. No use for
N tcr osi e bin Macih in msalle entirely

tIn r ietal, weighs only five pounds, used
w'ash boiler. PRICE, $8.00.

ebster's Unabridged Dictionary, issue of 1891.
ges with 1,500 illustrations, 1o,ou0 new words,

b.
5
5h AW to mýer> prchaser of the -Acnme

er and Bleacher.y On the receipt of $A ou the
r and Dictionary wvili be forwarded to any

p I Canada or the United States. Any person
Club Of 12 With $36, vill receive one Washer

DICtiomîiary extra.

Tousands of restironiats li-e these:

Ck c WoiF. viLLE.m, N.S., Aprilf2, i8t.

IR EmmlOsed piease find payment for your
l Washer and Blieacher." I like it very mnuch.

S'i t uite equal to Nour representations a great
eV a bor and benefit to the clothes washed, in

"Y ; and shall reconmmend it generally.
Yours truly, REv. E. CRAwLEY.

27 PORTLAND S-., OTTAwA, Aprîl5, ïSS'.

SWSIR,-MN' household are much pleased with
%, asher, and ha e been recommnending it to
Yo0 l, cn ,s'honm, if n ou havi' fot alre.ady heard,

el will before long. Yours truy.
REv. JosEPH WHITE.

Address all orders to

DENNIS, 339 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

aU RE FITS!
>ýle6 B I Cnrs I do not mean merely to stop thern

%y 0 ce ed thon have them retrn aga"n, I mean a_smI hv nd the disetts of FITS, EPILEP.
O'.iu. Ic Ka eE5S a lite-long stmmdy. I ',aermeet
d la y te enre the worst case,. Besuse others have

Sreasr for " °ot now recvoitg a c nre. S d t5s~~r atreaîseanda Free Bottie ot zoy iutaIllble
I' EXPRsIs and POSTOFFIcE.

z OT, M C. 186 ADELAIDE ST.
TRONTO, bNT.

OMPLETELY CURED
THOUSANDS DECLARE IT SO

GENTS. - elIt gives
me pleasure heyonl ex-
pression to certify that

your

St. Leon Water
n Has completely cured.

me of rheumatism,

O headache and indiges-
tion from which I suf-
fered for many years, a

oy cure which no other
medicine or drng could
effect. Publish tbis if
you desire." MADAME
LEGER, Montreal.1

t5  o I. NI ~inopraIWater Un., Ltd.
'llad Office.I
Brd fC ice-o King St., West.

Office-Tidy's, Yonge St.

SD E PARTMEN T
FOR JU L Y.

Literature Selections for the Entrance
Examinations.

1892.
Fourth Reader.

Lesson IV. The Little Midship-
man.

" VII. Boadicea.
XIV. Lainent of the Irish

Emigrant.
" XVI. The Humble Bee.
" XXI. Oft in the Stilly

Night.
" XXI I. 'Tis the Last Rose of

XXXIV.
XXXVII.
XLI.
X L.IX.
L.
LXXIX.

Summer.
Death of Little Nell.
The Bell of Atri.
Making Maple Su- ar.
The Mound Builders.
The Prairies.
'he Capture of Que-

" LXXX. Waterloo.
" LXXXIII. The Influence of

" LXXXV.

XC.

L

Beauty.
M e*r m i o n

Douglas.

Mercy.

a n d

1893.

esson V. Pictures of Memory.
" X. The Barefoot Boy.
" XIX. The Death of the

Flowers.
" XXIV. The Face Against

the Pane.
" XXVI. From the Deserted

Village.
XXXV. Resignation.

" XL. Ring out Wild Bells.
XLII. Lady Clare.
LII. Jacques Caitier.
XCI. Robert Burns.

" XCII. Edinburgh Aft er
Flodden.

" XCVIII. National Morality.
C.
CII.

" CIV.

Shakespeare.
The Merchant or

Venice, F i r s t
Reading.

The Merchant o f
Venice, Second
Reading.

Lesson XIII.
" XXXI.

XL.
"XLII.

" XLVI.
" LXVI.
" LXXIII.
" XCIX.

' CIII.
" CV.

The Bells of Shandon.
To Mary in Heaven.
Ring Out Wild Bells.
Lady Clare.
Lead Kindly Light.
Before Sedan.
The Three Fishers.
The Forsaken Mer-

man.
To a Skylark.
Elegy Written in a

Country Church-
yard.

Hints and Expedients
FOR VOUNCG TEACHER-

This is a manual prepared by MR. DAVID BOYLE, an experienced, success-
ful teacher, whose fertility of resource and originality are well

known. To those for whom it is intended, it will
prove "a Guide, Philosopher, and Friend."

IT CONTAINS NEARLY

Four Hundred Hints and Expedients
Of a plain, pointed, and practical character, many of which have never appeared in print before,
while others are the result of wide reading and extensive intercourse with Public School
teachers in this and other countries.

The style is terse, and the matter is arranged in numbered paragraphs under appropriate
headings.

The book will appear in a suitable form for carrying in the pocket. It will be neatly got
up in cloth binding, and sold at 35 cents per copy.

As a large sale is anticipated orders should not be delayed.

R 3A D Y IN DE CEMBE R

Grip Printing and Publishing Co.-- Toronto

THE LIFE OF SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD
By Col. J. Pennington Macpherson, M.A., A.D.C.

The forthcoming Biography will be a work of
over one thousand pages, copiously and
beautifully illustrated in the highest style of
art, including two splendid Steel Engrav-
ings. The work has been for many years in pre-
paration, and was undertaken with the fullest con-
currence of Sir John Macdonald. Owing to the
author's close relationship to the late Premier,
he possessed access to many sources of informa-
tion unattanable by others, and a personal ac-
quaintance with his subject, which will render
every ork of surpassing value as a correct and in

eeyrespect reliable biogr. phy of the gr. atest
of Canadian Statesmen.

AGENTS WANTED

nDTMTMP TTUTM4TTTfl~ SOLE AGENTSGRIP PRINTING and PUBLISHING CO , FOR OTR

NOW ON PRE SS

Lessons in Entrance Literature
BY SOME OF THE BEST TEACHERS IN ENCLISH IN ONTARIO

Containing full notes, Explanatory and Critical ; Suggestions as to Treat-
ment of Lessons ; Biographical Sketches and Portraits, and

careful Analytical Treatment of the

Prescribed Selections for 1892 - 93

Teachers, Look Out for it! Price, 25 Cents

GRIP PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO. - TORONTO
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Ye Olde Booke Shoppe FIRST PRIZE ESSAY

Inspectors, Teachers and Students can have auv In the International Penmanship Competition fi tt) ebooks they require by return mail fro(mif the United States and Canada.

FRANK PORTER, 353 Yonge Street HyowtoTveahWriting in the Public Scliools
TORONTO.

University College, Training Institute and NormalhHigbi and Public School Books, uiýrd 10 any
part of the Doninion.

THE OFFICIAL

BUTTONLESS BALL
(TOMLINSON S PATLNT)

Can you find its equal-In price? In, shape
Only $2.75 for an A r No. 5.
Used without exception by ALL theleading Canadian clubs. No second quality handled.
After October ist, No. 4 $2. ; No. 3

D. FORSYT H, Sec. Western F. Ass-n,
Sole Canadian Agent. BIRIAN, OrARIO).

der BEST RUGBY Balls furnished saine ratesat.

By J. 1B. iCKAY,

President Kingston Business College.
Send for a copy at once. Price 15 cents,

Address, B. McKAY, Kingston, Ont.
N.B. -Greatly ieduced rates to Teachers, in Book-

keepng, Shorthand and 'enmanship duing the sum.
mer months at the i ingston Business Cllege.

SEND FOP CALENDAR.

42 Church St., Toronto,
Agets in ( anad for the Milton bradley Compa.y's

School and Kindergarten Material

SclE EICANA AGE NCYfo r

A pamphlet of information and ab-
tract, of te laws, showing Ilow to
Obtain Patents, Caveats, Trade
Marks, Copyrights, sent frec.

Address MUNN & CO.
361 Broadway.

New York.

ESTABLISHED BY A. PIDDINGTON.

MAMMOTH * BOOK STORE.

We have constantly in stock Educational Books of all kindi ALo the laie works in Scienceand General Literature. Any book, not in stock, supplied ui short notice, if in print.Ail rnail orders filled promptly.

RISSER & CO., SuccessOrs tO R. W. DOUGLAS & CO.

248 YONGl STRE , TORONTO. ONT.

THE NEW WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
A GRAND INVESTMENT FOR FAMILY OR SCHOOL.

The Authentic Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary, comprising issues of 1864,'79, and '84, (still copyrighted), basbeen thoroughlyrevised and enlargedunder the supervision of Noah PorterD. D., LL. D., of Yale University, and asa distimguishij title, bears the marne

~~~~~~WEBSTER'S '' 'B aS enaeW EBSTBRiS International DictionarThe work of revisios, ocEtpien verINTERNATIONAL ten years, more than a husdred edi-torial laborers having been employed,

DICTIONARY n e rS3Ooo pag°
has been treated as if the book was
now published for the firstatime.

Critical comparison with any otherDictionar.y is Invited.
Sold by ail Booksellers.-Deseriptive Pamphlet free on application.

Caution is needed in purchasing a dictionary, as photographie repints of an obsolete and comparatively worthless edition of Webster are being marketed uneo varosnames and often by misrepresentation.
GET THE BEST, The International, which bears the imprint of

C. & C. MERRIAM & CO., Publishers, Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
When in need of Books will find it to their advantage to send their orders t US, as wehave unusual facilities for prompt forwarding, and our prices are known to be of the owest.

We Can Supply Any Book You Want.

VANNEVARi & C0.,
440 YONGE STREET,

Educational Bookse//ers
TORONTO, ONT. ,

REQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER.

We ask attention to the Catalogue of Books
and School Supplies recently issued with the
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. In it will be found
a large list of books for assistance or recreation
especially valuable to the teachers. We select
the following from the list :

For Cluîbbing with "Educational Journal"
To subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL

we will give the following special list of books
at the low prices named :-

Little People's Speaker, -o pages, attrac-tively bound well filled with motion songs, Concert.holida , temperance and patriotic pieces, suited to
every occasion in which the little folksare called upon,to take part. Paper, i5c.

Littie People's Dialogues, 120 pages, hand-somie cover. This book is specially prepared forchildren's recitations, by Clara J. Denton. It isadapted to the most varied kinds of entertaininents<and exhibitions. Paper, 25c.

Humorous Dialogues and Dramas,handsone cover, contamns a great varictv of speciallI
preparec selections, humorous without bcing coarse.
Piper, ýýc.

Sunday School and Church Enterain-ments, jhandsome cover, coltains dialogues,tableaux, recitations, concert pieces, motio s ,gsand short dranas illustrating Biblical truths. Paper,

March's Speeches and Dialogues for
WVee Tots, comr'isinig a vaiety of short speechesand dialogues, suitable to children front tbree to tenyears old. Paper, 25e.
Tableaux, Charades and Pantomimes.

A Iirst-class collection for various entertainnentsPaper, 25c.
Jokes. A collection of the brightest, funniestand most catchig jokes of the day. i5o pages; at-tractive cover. Paper, 25c.
Popular Synonyms. Twenty-five thousand

words lu ordinary use ; accurate, elegant, cheap.
File cloth cover, 251.

Words Correctly Spoken. A work valuableto all who desire accuracy of language. Cloth, 15c.

The following special list will be
found attractive:

Wilford's Original Dialogues andSpeeches for Young Folke. ieing by far thehost complete of its kind ever issued. This work
supplies that palpable need, which has so long beenevident in books of this class, that of Dialogues and
Speeches adapted to the natures of children. Thiswork contamis 19 original Dialogues and 53 Speeches,especially adapted for children between the ages ofliv.e and twelve years. 16u pages. Paper cover,price 25C.

Ritter's Book of Mock Trials. An entirely
notel idea. The trials are very anusing take-offs ut
aettial scelles in court and dailý life;- containing six-teen complete trials-adapted to performnce byamateurs or professionals. Paper cover, price 2S.

Rowton's Complete Debater.-Containingnie Complete Debates, Outlines of Debates ain iquestions fîs iDebate., The most perfect wîork of itskind publislied, and especially adapted to Literaryand Debating Societies. No person should be with-out this grieat literary work. We are sure that those
tho purcbase copies will declare it vell worth tcn
tintes the pamount spent. Containing over 20 pages.
lIoairds, price 5o ets.Beale's Calisthenics and Light Gym-nastics for Young Folke.--20 illustrations
froni I.ife lîy Phbotographie Pres.Containiig
il rn nd Fa DBrids, M rcbes, Fencing Cltb, lndand Diîîmbl Bell Exercises, Swximming and Muei for'han bing. Titis i ' the inuit cotoplete work pub-lished hn the uiject. t6h pages. Boards, 75 ets.Burdett's Dutch Dialect Recitationsand Readinge.-This collection of am tsing andaughable recitations embraces all the newes andmnost successful pieces, original and selected, witwhich the celebrated reader, James S. Burdett iu-variably ' brings down the house" Conaittng 94origimal and selected geis of H1uiorous Gerutan
dialect pieces in prose and poetry. r6mo, 16. pages.Price, paper, 25 ctS.

Brudder Gardner's Stump Speechesand Comic Lectures.-Containing t e hest bitsof the leading Negro delineators of the peent dhtcomprising the most amusing and side- plitting cnttribution of oratorical effusions which plitvtg con-produced to the public. The newest ave er beenof Negro com"ic.alities published. 6o Pad best bookin illuminated paper convers. Price 25 geS. Bound

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.
Address:

rip Prntilg & Publishîng CO.
TORONTO

NEW AN1D CHIEAP

THE MA TC ILESS GLOBE DES

loo O000NOW IN UW
in Canada and the

United States-

We make

Church
School

and al
F URNITUI F

ExCLUJSIvF"

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE CLOBE FURNITURE CO., (Ltd.)
WALKERVILLE, ONT.

IM5 Rt!eI%1 là5 0)IP.l

~LOMDoME"* 1886.

DR G. STERLING RYERS0
OCULIST AND AURIST.

6o College Street - TORO 0

The Canadian Office and SchOi
Furniture Company

PRESTON - ONTARIO
Successors to W. Stahlschmidt & CO-

Maniifacturers of Office, School Church
Lodge Furniture.

The "Perfect Automatie SchoOl
The Latest and Best ed

The School Desks of this Company cannot be 1,for Strength, Beauty of Design, AdaPta 'ity
Comfort to the Scholar. Send for Circu"rs.

TldlaeOa 6Touirnal

THE TORONTO COFFEE HOUSE
ASSOCIA TION (Ltd),

Dining and Lunc)eolj Ioonfl)s.

Our tOc. Dit ner leads then ail. TrY il'

Shaftesbury Branch:
23 Queen Street West, next Knox Church.

St. Lawrence Branch:
118 King St. East, next St. James' Cathedral.

REMINGTON
STANDARD

TYPEWRI TE R
Is now a necessity in ail First-class Edlicatioîe
Institutions. Write for particulars.

GEORPGE BENGUUGH, General Ageýt
4 Adelaide Street West, - Toronto



The Edeti:atiorial JOurrial

"The Map of the Dominion which you have sent me for examination bears out the high opinion I had previously formed of the

Excelsior' Series of Maps. There is no better series, I think, for school purposes, the outline being clear, he divisions well marked, the

natural features being readily observed in the river lines and mountains tracings, the position of the towns and cities being prominently

in(lcated by circular marks in red, while at the same time the harmonized coloring of the political divisions is not only pleasant to the eye,

but points ot the divisions so distinctly that the pupil bas no trouble in forming a picture of them in combination or by themselves. I am

sure our teachers will appreciate the series."-DR. J. M. HARPER, M.A., F.E.I.S., Insp. of Superior Schools for the Province of Quebec.

A MARVELLOUS SUCCESS-THE MAPS OF THE FUTURE-TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY
GREATLY SIMPLIFIED.

SEVEN GOLD AND SILVER MIDALS AWARDED, 1884-88

Exce1sior "~Sehool Maps
44 Maps now ready, 16 lettered and 16 test, each 4 ft. x 5 ft., mounted on cloth and varnished, with rollers. Price, $4.50 each.

An important feature-and one which gives the remarkable character to these naps-is the adaptation of four separate color

printings for the Outline, Names, Town-spots, and Hills. The various features thus strongly contrasting produce a clearness wholly

unparalleled, and also enables the Physical and Political features o be separately studied and without confusion.

THE SPECIAL FEATURES MAY BE THUS BRIEFLY SUMMARIZED:

No attempt to combine Commercial with School Maps- No details beyond those of Educational requirements - Names

printed in Black, very large and readable~-Town-spots in Red-large and very conspicuous-Outlines and Rivera
in Blue, very bold and clear-Hills in Light Brown, prominent and distinct-Railways in Red, Trunk Lines

only-Capitals of Countries shown by a Red Square-Battlefields shown by crossed swords and
dates-Steamship Routes in Red, with distances-Time-dials on each Meridian Line.

What Some Ontario P.S. Inspectors Say.
Have seen nothing to equal it, and its price places it within the reach of the

rdof Trustees."- D. P. CLAPP, B.A., I.P.S., North Wellington.

It seems to me that the maps are unrivalled."-G. D. PLATT, B.A., I.P.S.,

I am greatly pleased with the maps. They possess every feature to be desired
School maps."-FRED BURROWS, I.P.S., Lennox and Addington.

Bright and attractive, remarkably accurate and full."-W. H. G. COLLINS,
.S., Chatham.

"1 They are clear, the colors good, the execution very creditable and the infor-

on correct. There is no crowding with details, and yet the information is ample
P Purposes."-REv. THOMAS MCKEE, M.A., I.P.S., South Simcoe.

c0 " I have examined the series of maps for which Mr. Bridgman is agent, and
ider them well adapted for school purposes."-JAMEs B. GRAY, I.P.S., Lincoln.

T'hey certainly are in every respect what the name indicates. They are accur-
the coloring superior and size convenient. I am particulary pleased with the
j of the Dominion."-W. ATKINS, I.P.S., Elgin.

ttc The map is excellent and the mode of hanging the best I have seen. Economy,
secellence and convenience are so combined that the 'Excelsior' maps should

at Sight where skill is appreciated."-J. S. CARSON, I.P.S., West Middlesex.

New Map of Ontario

"Your " Excelsior" maps are very fine."-C. H. IRWIN, Sunderland.

"I consider the Dominion of Canada (Excelsior Series) the best in the market
Its clearness of outline and the accuracy of the geographical information presented,
render it by far the most suitable medium for showing the extent and possibilities
of this ' Canada of ours.' I shall do my utmost to secure its introduction in the
country."-F. L. MITCHELL, I.P.S., Lanark.

What the Press of Great Britain Says.
" Merit and will, achieve success."-Practical Teacher.

" Marvels of artistic taste and workmanship."-Catholic Educator.

" Clear and striking."-Publishers' Circular.

" Admirably contrived, and well adapted to the needs and convenience of the

teacher."-School Board Chronicle.

" Comprehensive in variety, unique and altogether admirable."-Tablet.

" Worthy of high commendation."-Schoolmaster.
" Amongst the best-if not the best-in the market."-Board Teacher.

" Drawn with great clearness, and admirably adapted to the purpose in view."
-Bookselier.

" We know of no better means of impressing geography on the mind than is
afforded by the study of these maps."-Irish Teaciers'Journal.

-New Map of Dominion

Just issued in the " EXCELSIOR " Series, with all the admirable features of that series. Price, only $4. 50 each

"I have examined with a great deal of care the ' Excelsior ' Maps, and, as a result, must pronounce them to be in almost every
particular superior, for school purposes, to any other maps that I have seen."

-PROF. G. W. PARMELER, B.A., McGill Normal School, Montreal.

Authorised for use in the Schoola by the Protestant Board of Sochool Commissioners, MontreaL

W.J.GAGE & CO, 54 FROMT ST. WEST, TORO TO,
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CHARACTERISTIC. Ontaro chool of Elooution Oratory FRANCIS . BROWN, President (Lat Pro111E HIG SCH OL nLaro onDO Ol IOCtIOnOraory of Oratory in State Normal School,'w. Va")
On the 6thî inst. papers giving particu- ea,

lars of the accidental death of M r. O. C. Fall tern opens Oct. 5, 189i. Course thorough and scientific. For Calendar address the Secrtt)

Cummngs, a highly îespected merchant A. C. MOUNTIER, New Arcade Building, Corner Yonge and Gerrard Sts., Toroto-

D RAWINC : COURS E of Truro were received by the
North American Life Assurance Company 100 LESSONS IN THE ART o'
of this city, and with custornary prompt- E NL

Authorized by the Minister ness a cheque was forwarded on the EEA INo2 ELeiT
of Education. same day for the full amount of the insur- IngliS L Com positio. hw pn

ancepolmg on his life. M IchaP Lew is ab oen to e c

The course is now complete: The cheque was in the hands of the tostiture on the above subjets Shakes
estate on the 8th, two days later, and ian a"d ligli-class Englis LitRe drse

No. a-FREEHAND, erly this week the following letter was MODERN. PRACTICAL. References allowed to Dr. McLellan and Mr.

No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY. n acknowledgment: THOROUIH. METHODICAL.
CUMMINGs & LovErT. Queen's Building,No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE, a Solicirs, Book, by a Practical Teacher, for ENOSI T 0OE

Notarsieees, ri a19 St. Vincent Street
No. 4-OBJECT DRAWING, S. W. Cummings, LL.13. TUO use in Composition Classes in the

H. A. Lovett. L.L.B. O 9tober,1. Public and High Schools

No. 5 -INDUSTRIAL DESIGN. WM. McCABE, Es,2 Mas DRIgcToR of Canada.
Norh ean Lfe Asrane Co., Toonto.

R'e Polúir P OCUEDINAOL OUT.

These books are ail uniforms n size and style, and My Dr ae Sit,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of This book contains 100 lessons, each lesson
constitute a complete uniforn series. The same plan your favourcof the6th inst.enclosing cheque inavour consisting of four exercises, and each exercise O
is followed through them all-the Text, the Problems. of Mirs. Cummigs and mysel for $2,o, being tht e o n Ahe LL aU eN TR queE
and opposite the Problenis, in each case, the Exercises full amount of he claim under above policy on the life being composed on the average of eight ques C
based upon them. lhe illustration is upon the same of myv brother, the late Oliver C. Cumnmings. You tions or examples. There Lre thus withints L T
page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in will kindIy accept the thanks of Mrs. Cummnings and covers about 3,200 questions for class work.
every case, is a pace for lth studeni's work. Each myself for the pronptness in which you have attended Tht5e7sKaNrGrygadfW.eT
copy, therefore, is a complete Text-book on its subject, to this matter and paid the claimn. I comnunicated e exercises are properly graded

and a Drawing Book as well, the paper on which the thte contents of your letter to Mrs. Cummings, and she the Public Schools and in the iunior forms of
books are printed being first-classdrawimg paper. The wished me to express to you her appreciation of your the ligh Schools.
student using these books, therefore, is nut obliged w ords of sympathy.
to purchase and take care of a drawing book also. Regarding the promptness with which you have at- PRIVE - 23 OENTS
Moreover, Nos. 1, 4 and 5 are the only books on their tended to this clai, I may say that proofs of death
subjects authorized by the Department. Therefore, if were delivered t your Company, the Confederation, -- -------- a-
the student buys the full series, he will have a uniform, and the Canada Life the saie date, but your Com- e hae . positive remedy for the above dise
and not a mixed series, cov#ring th whole subjects oy pany is ahead of aIl others in time of payrent. CRIP PRINTINO & PUtBLISHINC CU. """ gha"" °'e "" d e d a°ron' '''1 s
the examinaions, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Read lerewith eniclosed please find discharge executed standing have been cured. Indeed so strong 10LS,

ing, one of the best aunhorities iu these subjects in this as requested, and also Policy with last preimin 28 Front St. West Toronto. vt a VALUALE TREATISE ou s dise
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